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1. With your permission, I am presenting the revised estimates of the 

State for the year 2020-21 and the budget estimates for the year 2021-

22. It is a matter of pleasure for all of us, that for the first time 

"Paperless Budget" is being presented in the State.

2. The budget lays the foundation for all-round development of the state. 

Based on it, blueprints of welfare schemes are prepared for all sections 

of the society. We strive for happiness and prosperity of people of the 

State through inclusion of all sections of the society including farmers, 

businessmen & traders, youth, women, labourers and the 

marginalised.

3. Today, as I present financial plan for the coming financial year before 

the honourable members, I am reminded of the way Covid-19 

pandemic has completely shaken the economy of not only the state but 

also of the country. While preparing this budget, the biggest challenge 

before us has been to provide adequately for development of the state 

despite these difficult economic conditions. We are taking a pledge 

with far-reaching vision to take innovative initiatives generate 

economic resources and, as always, to turn this challenge into an 

opportunity. In the words of the freedom fighter Shri Ramprasad Bismil 

 ‘पलट देते ह � हम मौजे-हवा�दस अपनी जुर�त से, �क हमने आँ�धय� म� भी �चराग अ�र जलाये ह�।’

 "We dare to reverse wave of calamities,

 We have lit lamps in hurricanes.”

4. The last one year has been very difficult for all of us. We have hardly 

seen a period in our public life more difficult than this. Since the 

beginning of Covid-19 in the state, we focussed on continuous 

monitoring & microplaning, and efficient management to meet the 

challenges of the pandemic with the initiative "Rajasthan Satark Hai” 

(Rajasthan is Vigilant), which has been praised all over the country. 

Our Bhilwara and Ramganj model was appreciated not only in the 

country but also at the international level.

5. Through Video Conferencing, I have myself continuously interacted – 

109 times – with all stakeholders including political parties, MLAs, 
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religious leaders, industrialists, NGOs, medical personnel, media 

professionals, administrative officers, policemen, etc. and to avoid any 

lapse at any level, held over 210 Covid-review meetings with 

concerned departments. Due to this excellent management, Rajasthan 

has been a leading state in the country on all corona control 

benchmarks. Turning this disaster into an opportunity, we have 

strengthened the health infrastructure in the state. By developing 

RTPCR testing facility for Covid in all districts of the state, the testing 

capacity was increased from zero to 70 thousand per day. At the same 

time, we resolved that 'no one should go to bed hungry' in this period of 

crisis. With the support of people of the state, we were able to 

accomplish this. We have also accorded full focus on Post-Covid 

Management. I am happy to inform the House that we have taken up 

the vaccination campaign too with similar earnestness and 

preparedness. Corona contagion has reduced, but is not over yet. 

Therefore, I urge all the people of the state to follow Corona related 

protocols.

6. Although the effect of corona pandemic has reduced, every section of 

the society has taken the brunt. Business of hawkers and small traders 

was affected, there was a crisis on livelihood of the poor and helpless 

people, and children could not go to school. Despite this, every 

resident of the state displayed patience and cooperation. 

 Considering this suffering of the common man, I announce a Special 

Covid Package – 

¾ Assistance of Rs.3500 per family has been given to 33 lakh 

helpless, destitute and labourer families through DBT at a cost of 

Rs.1155 crore.

¾ Now, in the coming year, as final installment, I announce an 

assistance of one thousand rupees to each family to be given in two 

installments. 

¾ I announce the launch of "Indira Gandhi Shahri Credit Card Yojana" 

for urban street vendors, youth and unemployed people of service 
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sector for self-employment and for their everyday needs. Under the 

Scheme, interest-free loan up to Rs.50 thousand will be provided to 

5 lakh needy people. 

¾ By extending the scope of "Mukhyamantri Laghu Udyog Protsahan 

Yojana" to strengthen small-scale industries, interest subsidy of Rs 

50 crore is proposed to be given to 10 thousand new small 

entrepreneurs in the coming financial year.

¾ To promote startups in the state, I propose to provide an assistance 

of Rs. 5 lakh per startup as Seed Money based on project appraisal, 

without any terms and conditions. 

¾ Corona pandemic has had a an impact on education of students, 

due to which this year has become almost a Zero Year. 'Back to 

School' program will be started to fill the learning gap of the 

students, to provide learning material as per learning standards 

and to make them comfortable in the classroom. 

¾ I announce that in the coming financial year, all Government 

schools of the state will be given free school uniform for students 

up to 8th standard and students of class 6 to 8 will be given free 

supplementary textbooks according to the abridged syllabus for 

their academic up-gradation. This will cost approximately Rs.470 

crore. 

¾ Under the Mahatma Gandhi NREGA Yojana, during the year 2021-

22, I propose to provide 200 days of employment in place of 100 

days, with a view to provide financial support to Sahariya and 

Kathodi tribes and also to specially-abled laboures of the state.

7. On behalf of this House, I express my gratitude today to all the 

residents of the state for the unprecedented courage, restraint, 

cooperation and responsibility displayed during the difficult times of 

Corona.

8. As quoted – "Tasks are accomplished only by hard work, not by merely 

contemplating in the mind." In the same spirit, our government has left 

no stone unturn in being diligent, no matter what the circumstances 
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may have been. Our primary mission has always been "Public Welfare 

is our Commitment, Public Welfare is our Priority". It is the result of this 

that we have already fulfilled more than half the promises of our 

manifesto within a span of just 2 years. Now it is our endeavour to 

increase this pace of development further, fulfill the promises made to 

the people, and present the state as a model of good governance.

MEDICAL AND HEALTH SERVICES:

9. Honourable Speaker, as is well known, working on the idea of "Pehla 

Sukh Nirogi Kaya", our government has focussed on medical services 

and healthcare during the last two tenures, as well as in the present 

tenure. Schemes launched by us such as Mukhyamantri Nishulk Dava 

Yojana, Mukhyamantri Nishulk Janch Yojana, Ayushman Bharat-

Mahatma Gandhi Swasthya Beema Yojana, Nirogi Rajasthan 

Abhiyan, opening of new Medical Colleges and Covid-Management 

have drawn appreciation from all quarters. Now it's time for us to take 

our work and innovations in medical and health sector to the next level. 

Towards this, 'Rajasthan Model of Public Health' (RMPH) will be 

implemented to bring Rajasthan to the forefront in medical sector in 

the country. The Right to Health Bill is also being brought with the 

objective of making this model effective and giving the right to health 

to everyone. This model will set a unique example of achieving the 

highest standards of public healthcare in the country. Through this 

model, we are taking effective steps to implement Preventive Care, 

Primary Care and Curative Care as per the guidelines of World Health 

Organization (WHO).

10. Honourable Speaker, the House will be glad to know that from coming 

financial year, as a unique first in the country we will implement 

'Universal Health Coverage' in our state, at a cost of Rs.3,500 crore. 

This means that medical insurance facility of Rs 5 lakh will be available 

to each family of the state. Thus, as for NFSA and SECC families under 

"Ayushman Bharat-Mahatma Gandhi Rajasthan Swasthya Bima 

Yojana" all contractual workers, and small and marginal farmers of the 
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State will also get free cashless treatment in government and private 

medical institutions. Other families will be able to get cashless 

treatment up to Rs 5 lakh per year at 50 per cent insurance premium 

cost (i.e. approximately Rs.850 per year).

11. As you are aware, Rajasthan is going to become the first state in the 

country with medical colleges being set up at almost every district 

headquarter. Currently, nursing colleges are functioning in 8 districts 

of the state. For further strengthening the healthcare facilities, I 

announce the opening of nursing colleges in a phased manner at the 

remaining 25 district headquarters. In the first phase, nursing 

colleges will be opened in Barmer, Bharatpur, Bhilwara, Dhaulpur, Pali, 

Karauli and Sikar districts.

12. Considering the importance of Public Health, in order to focus on it in 

the future, I announce setting up of “Public Health Colleges” in a 

phased manner at all 7 divisional headquarters.

13. Expanding the scope of “Mukhyamantri Nishulk Janch Yojana” by 

adopting Hub and Spoke Model, I announce increasing the number of 

tests from 15 to 61 in Primary Health Centres (PHC), 37 to 95 in 

Community Health Centres (CHC), from 56 to 109 in Sub District 

Hospitals and from 56 to 133 in District Hospitals.

14. Various works will be undertaken in hospitals in the state in order to 

make the concept of Nirogi Rajasthan a reality. These are: 

¾ New hospital buildings will be constructed at Mahatma Gandhi 

Hospital, Bhilwara, with 205-bed capacity, with an estimate of 

Rs.71 crore and at Shri Kalyan Government Hospital, Sikar with 

300-bed capacity, at an estimated cost of Rs 90 crore.

¾ A new hospital of 250-bed capacity will be constructed at RBM 

Hospital, Bharatpur at a cost of Rs.87 crore. In addition to this, 

super specialty-neurology, urology, nephrology and cardiology 

departments will be started in Bharatpur. 

¾ Construction will be undertaken of 380 bed capacity hospital 
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building at a cost of Rs.145 crore in District Hospital, Pali, 370 

bed capacity hospital building at a cost of Rs.129 crore in District 

Hospital, Churu and 360 bed capacity hospital building at a cost of 

Rs.126 crore at District Hospital, Barmer. 

¾ A new diagnostic wing will be constructed at Mathuradas Mathur 

Hospital, Jodhpur at a cost of Rs.17 crore. 

¾ A provision of Rs.50 crore will be made for expansion of medical 

facilities in Gangauri Bazar Hospital, Jaipur.

15. The medical college located in the centre of Ajmer city will be shifted to 

Kaayad, making land available for the expansion of Jawaharlal Nehru 

Hospital, Ajmer. About 200 crore rupees will be spent on its 

construction.

16. To strengthen the infrastructure of health services in the state, I 

announce- 

¾ 30 new Primary Health Centres (PHC) will be opened in the state 

including Balera, Dudaberi-Barmer, Dhingpur (Dantaramgarh)-

Sikar, Bhakharani-Jaisalmer, Sener, Dandoli (Siwana)-Barmer, 

Kased, Daulatpura (Sapotra), Binjwadia (Tinvari)-Jodhpur, Katori 

(Hindaun)-Karauli, Indawar and Mokalpur (Merta) -Nagaur. 

¾ 50 primary health centres of the state will be upgraded to 

community health centres including primary health centres in 

Gudha Katla (Bandikui), Balahedi (Mahua)-Dausa, Tumkor 

(Mandawa)-Jhunjhunu, Gogamedi-Hanumangarh, Mirjewala 17Z 

(Sadulshahar)-Sriganganagar, Kho-Nagorian (Bagru)-Jaipur, 

Langra (Sapotra), Sherpur-Karauli, Alavada (Ramgarh)-Alwar, 

Camry (Todabhim), Chonkarwada, Pahari (Kaman)-Bharatpur, 

Jawal-Sirohi, Padru (Siwana)-Barmer, Panchaudi (Khinwsar)-

Nagaur, Nainwan-Bundi, Khirni-Sawai Madhopur, Maraina 

(Rajakheda)-Dholpur, Banetha (Uniara)-Tonk, Javada 

(Rawatbhata)- Chittorgarh, Sam-Jaisalmer, Madri (Jhadol)- 

Udaipur, Hatundi (Osian), Peelwa (Lohawat)-Jodhpur and 

Chanaud (Sumerpur)-Pali.
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¾ New Community Health Centres will be opened in Baijupada-

Dausa and Ranoli (Dantaramgarh), Sikar. 

¾ Community Health Center, Mathania will be upgraded into a 

Satellite Hospital and a new Satellite Hospital will be opened in 

Sanganer-Jaipur. Community Health Centre of Shahpura-Jaipur, 

Fatehpur-Sikar will be upgraded to sub-district hospital.

¾ Medical institutions of Shahpura-Bhilwara, Nokha-Bikaner, 

Hindaun-Karauli, Sagwara-Dungarpur, Sawai Madhopur City 

(CHC), Neem ka thana-Sikar, Shivganj-Sirohi, Balotra-Barmer and 

Pratapnagar-Jodhpur will be upgraded to the District Hospitals. 

¾ 10 new Trauma Centres will be opened, at Kuchaman City, Ladnun-

Nagaur, Udaipurwati- Jhunjhunu, Halena-Bharatpur, Maniya 

(Rajakheda)-Dholpur and Kolayat-Bikaner.

¾ About Rs.206 crore will be spent for the construction of 40 

community health centres and 25 primary health centres. 

¾ In order to reduce the patient load in the hospitals of the Medical 

College, a new district hospital of 150 beds capacity will be 

established in Kota, and Mandore Hospital in Jodhpur will be 

upgraded to a district hospital. 

¾ All put together, one thousand beds will be increased across various 

hospitals of the state.

¾ Under the National Health Mission, about eleven thousand primary 

health centres, urban primary health centres and sub-health 

centres will be developed as Health and Wellness Centres and 12 

types of primary health services will be made available in a phased 

manner. For this, more than eleven thousand Community Health 

Officers (CHO) are being recruited. One thousand Ayurveda 

dispensaries will be developed as Health and Wellness Centres. 

¾ Rajasthan State Ayush Research Centre will be set up in Ajmer.

17. I want to thank the honourable MLAs for agreeing to spend Rs 1 crore 

from MLA Fund each year for 2 years to strengthen the health 
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infrastructure. We have prepared the blueprint of "Model CHC". We 

would like the honorable MLAs to select one CHC in their respective 

constituency, in which facilities can be expanded to develop a Model 

CHC.

18. At Medical College Jodhpur, Department of Immunology and 

Rheumatology and Department of Pediatric Urology will be established 

for treatment of arthritis and urinary diseases in children respectively. 

Also, new PG hostels of 500 beds capacity in Medical College, Jodhpur 

and 650 beds capacity in Medical College, Udaipur will be constructed 

at a cost of Rs.102 crore.

19. The bed capacity of District Hospital, Paota-Jodhpur will be increased 

from 150 to 300 and Rs.25.80 crore will be spent for the construction 

of basic infrastructure.

20. To strengthen critical care for prevention and treatment of epidemics 

like Covid and other diseases, new ICU of 50 bed capacity each and 

new NICU of 20 bed capacity each will be developed in Medical 

College of Ajmer, Bikaner, Kota, Jodhpur and Udaipur. Similarly, 30 

bed ICUs each will also be developed in district hospitals at Bharatpur, 

Bhilwara, Pali, Churu, Dungarpur, Barmer and Sikar.

21. In view of the experience of Covid pandemic, it is proposed to establish 

the Institute of Tropical Medicine and Virology in Jaipur for screening, 

treatment and research of diseases like malaria, dengue, typhoid, 

diphtheria, meningitis, swine flu, Covid, etc. under one roof. Along 

with this, a national level Institute of Cardiology will also be 

established at Jaipur at a cost of Rs.50 crore.

22. For the expansion of medical facilities at SMS Medical College, Jaipur, 

Department of Hepato Pancreato Biliary Surgery for Liver Transplant, 

Department of Immunology and Rheumatology for Arthritis, 

Department of Pediatric Urology for Urological Treatment in Children 

and Uro Oncology Division for Urinary Cancer Patients will be 

established. For further strengthening medical facilities in SMS 

Medical College, Jaipur – 



¾ Facilities for Heart-Lung Transplant will be expanded under the 

Organ Transplant Program.

¾ A CO2 laser machine will be installed in the ENT department for 

the treatment of blockage in respiratory tract (tracheal stenosis), 

etc.

¾  Neurovascular Angiography Lab will be established on PPP mode 

for better treatment of brain stroke patients..

23. In order to provide best medical care to children and pregnant women 

in the state, I announce setting up of a national level 'Umaid Post 

Graduate Institute of Maternity and Neonotology' at Umaid Hospital 

Campus, Jodhpur at a cost of Rs.50 crore. Also, in view of the 

increasing number of cancer patients in Western Rajasthan, 'Regional 

Cancer Institute' will also be established in Jodhpur, in which it is 

proposed to spend Rs.30 crore to develop facilities for Radiotherapy, 

Surgical Oncology and Medical Oncology.

24. 22 Advance Life Support (ALS) critical care ambulances equipped with 

life-saving equipment will be provided to hospitals affiliated various 

medical colleges of the state. In addition, Trauma centres will be 

developed in Jodhpur, Ajmer, Bhilwara, Bharatpur and Jhalawar at a 

cost of about Rs.25 crore.

25. Ayurveda, Unani and Homeopathy dispensaries will be established at 

58 block headquarters of the state, in a phased manner.

26. To promote traditional treatment systems, we have implemented 

Rajasthan AYUSH Policy-2021 for the first time in the state. Now 

moving ahead, I announce the establishment of integrated colleges of 

Ayurveda, Yoga and Naturopathy in Jaipur, Bikaner, Bharatpur, Ajmer, 

Kota and Sikar. Also, Yog and Naturopathy Colleges will be opened in 

Udaipur and Jodhpur. ‘Panchkarma’ facilities will also be developed in 

all these colleges.

27. To promote Ayurveda Wellness Tourism an ‘International Centre of 

Excellence in Panchkarm’ with of facilities to stay in natural 
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environment will be set up in Dr. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan Rajasthan 

Ayurveda University Jodhpur, along with expansion of University 

Chemistry Laboratory and setting up of Drug Testing Lab. A total of 

Rs.10 crore will be spent on these.

28. Medi-Tourism Centres of Ayurveda, Yoga and Naturopathy will be 

established on PPP mode in a phased manner at religious and tourist 

places in the state.

29. To ensure adequate availability of specialist doctors, Post MBBS 

Diploma Courses will be started in 8 specialties in all district hospitals. 

With this, 400 additional specialist doctors will be available to the state 

every year.

30. A separate cadre of specialist doctors will be created to provide 

specialist medical facilities at remote places in the state. Additionally, 

with a view to ensure optimum use of valuable time of doctors, a 

Hospital Management Cadre is also proposed to be set up for 

hospitals affiliated to medical colleges and district hospitals.

31. With the aim of providing pure and high quality food items to residents 

of the state, we had launched a campaign ‘Shudh Ke Liye Yudh’. With 

a view that health of people is not compromised and the campaign is 

not limited to festivals like Holi and Diwali, continuity of the campaign 

is important. I announce the setting up of ‘Directorate of Food Safety’ 

for the continuous and effective implementation of this campaign. 

32. A provision of Rs.5 crore will be made for Silicosis Prevention and 

Research in the coming financial year. As soon as Silicosis disease is 

established, assistance amount will be given to the victims and their 

families by Direct Transfer (DBT) through auto approval.

ROAD SAFETY:

33. Honourable Speaker Sir, the untimely deaths of more than 10 

thousand people in road accidents in Rajasthan every year is a matter 

of concern. In order to prevent these accidents, I had announced in the 

last budget to prepare a roadmap on the lines of Tamil Nadu. Further 
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to that, 

¾ ‘Jeevan Rakshak Yojana’ (JRY) will be constituted and Rs.5000 

and a citation will be given to Samaritans for saving life by 

transporting the seriously injured to hospital in time for treatment. 

¾ Injured person, irrespective of one’s state of domicile, will be 

ensured free treatment in private and Government hospitals of the 

state without verification of identity and eligibility.

¾ Integrated Traffic Management System (ITMS) will be developed 

on PPP mode to check accidents due to over-speeding and over-

load vehicles on state highways and major roads. 

¾ Before renewing driving license of drivers of heavy vehicles, 

medical examination at a clinic established in the authorised 

driving training institute and 2-day refresher training will be 

conducted. Rules will be notified to put these into effect. 

¾ In the year 2020-21, 40 CHCs were announced to be developed as 

Primary Trauma Centres. In the coming financial year, 40 more 

CHCs will be identified for development of Primary Trauma Centre 

facilities. 

 For all this, I propose a provision of Rs.100 crore in “Samarpit Sadak 

Suraksha Kosh” for the coming financial year.

34. District Transport Offices will be opened in Sumerpur-Pali, Pokaran-

Jaisalmer and Sadulshahar-Sriganganagar and Sub-district Transport 

Offices in Rawatbhata-Chittorgarh, Jaitaran-Pali and Kuchamancity-

Nagaur in the state.

EDUCATION:

35. In the circumstances arising due to Covid-19, the importance of 

education through digital medium and online classes has increased. 

Therefore, in the coming financial year, Smart TV and set-up boxes will 

be made available in all government secondary and higher secondary 

schools and Kasturba Gandhi residential schools. An expenditure of Rs 

82 crore is estimated on this.
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36. Internet connection facility is proposed to be provided to students in 

hostels and residential schools run by various departments for 

providing better learning environment. Also, for online learning, free 

wi-fi facility will be made available in the libraries of all Universities of 

the state.

37. Considering the popularity of English medium Government schools, 

around 1200 English-medium Mahatma Gandhi Government Schools 

with will be started in the next 2 years in all villages and towns with a 

population of more than 5 thousand. Also, as an innovative initiative, 

pre-primary classes will be conducted in 33 English-medium schools 

located at district headquarters.

38. Given the demand for Agriculture faculty, and to provide students with 

the option of studying in the field of agriculture, horticulture and agro-

forestry, Faculty of Agriculture will be opened in 600 Government 

schools with science faculty.

39. In order to develop basic facilities in Government schools in a phased 

manner, construction of more than 3500 class rooms, laboratories, 

library, art and craft rooms, computer rooms and renovation work, etc. 

will be undertaken. Construction of 15 new buildings and major repairs 

and renovation work in 70 schools will also be undertaken. These will 

cost Rs.450 crore.

40. Child-friendly furniture is proposed to be provided at a cost of Rs 225 

crore for the children of 37,400 Anganwadi Centres being operated 

under the supervision of local schools and for Pre-Primary children in 

134 English Medium Swami Vivekananda Government Model Schools.

41. 50 Government Schools will be opened in the state and 100 

Government schools will be upgraded.

42. As you are aware, we had constituted a Peace and Non-Violence Cell 

in Rajasthan on 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi. In the 

present context, need for Mahatama Gandhi’s ideology and 

philosophy is felt more than ever before. Therefore, I announce 

upgradion of the Peace and Non-Violence Cell into Directorate of 
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Peace and Non-Violence.  Under this –  

¾ To propagate Mahatma Gandhi’s philosophy of life and to increase 

interest in reading among people, 8,870 libraries currently being 

through the Education Department will be increased to 14,970.

¾ To disseminate the thoughts and values of Gandhiji amongst 

students, Sarvodaya Vichar Pariksha will be conducted in 

coordination with NGOs working in this area. In future, it will be 

mandatory for students to pass this examination in order to avail 

any type of scholarship or any merit based incentives.

43. In the year 2019-20, we had announced the formation of Mahatma 

Gandhi Institute and Gandhi Darshan Museum. Preliminary 

preparation for this has been completed and work will soon commence 

on the government land located in Central Park, Jaipur. Further 

enhancing its scope and action plan, Rs.100 crore is proposed to be 

spent on it. In addition to this, I announce setting up of Mahatma 

Gandhi Institute of Governance and Social Sciences (MGIGSS) will be 

set up in this campus on the lines of TISS (Tata Institute of Social 

Sciences) and MIT (Maharashtra Institute of Technology-School of 

Governance, Pune) with the aim of preparing the youth to play a role in 

social work and governance by assimilating Mahatma Gandhi's 

teachings.

44. At present, residential schools for specially-abled students are 

operational in 3 academic divisions – out of 9 academic divisions of the 

state – viz Bikaner, Udaipur and Jaipur. In the year 2021-22, residential 

schools for the specially-abled will be established in the remaining 

academic divisions – Kota, Ajmer, Jodhpur, Pali, Churu and Bharatpur.

45. In order to provide adequate opportunities to the deaf and dumb in the 

field of higher education, I announce the creation of two new colleges 

for specially-abled students in Gandhi Higher Secondary School for 

Deaf, Mata ka Than-Jodhpur and Poddar Mook Badhir Senior 

Secondary School, Jaipur.

46. Raja Ramdev Poddar Government Higher Secondary School, Jaipur 
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will be converted into English medium and will be established as a 

Centre of Excellence in the field of education.

47. To take technical education to new heights, I announce the 

establishment of Fintech Digital University in Jodhpur at a cost of 

Rs.400 crores. School of Computer Science and IT, Finance and 

Accounting, Data Analytics and Analytical Mathematics will be 

established in this University. Under this, various latest technology-

based courses will be made available through private sector 

collaboration. Also, Rajasthan Institute of Advanced Learning will be 

established in Jaipur as Deemed University at a cost of Rs.200 crore.

48. New Colleges will be established in the state to create an environment 

of higher education on a comprehensive level. Under this – 

¾ New colleges will be opened in Pipar-Jodhpur, Fatehgarh-

Jaisalmer, Sahwa-Churu, Khandela-Sikar, Kuchera-Nagaur, 

Mandawar-Dausa, Udaipurwati- Jhunjhunu, Kalyanpur-Barmer, 

Maniya (Rajakheda)-Dholpur and Chikhali-Dungarpur. 

¾ Government Girls’ Colleges are proposed to be opened in Ramgarh 

Pachwara (Lalsot)-Dausa, Dooni-Tonk, Todabhim, Hindaun City-

Karauli, Bari-Dholpur, Merta City, Ladnun-Nagaur, Takhtgarh-Pali, 

Dantaramgarh-Sikar, Nohar-Hanumangarh, Sridungargarh-

Bikaner, Sardarshahar-Churu, Sursagar-Jodhpur. 

¾ New Polytechnic Colleges will be established in Pilani-Jhunjhunu, 

Mandore-Jodhpur, Uchchain-Bharatpur and Navan-Nagaur.

49. We all are grieved at the sad demise of our four colleagues. I announce 

the opening of Kiran Maheshwari Government Girls’ College in 

Kunwaria-Rajsamand, Gajendra Singh Shaktawat Government Girls’ 

College in Bhinder-Udaipur, Master Bhanwarlal Government Girls’ 

College in Sujangarh-Churu and Kailash Trivedi Government Girls’ 

College in Gangapur-Bhilwara to make their memory everlasting.

50. With a view to provide employment and skill development to youth, ITIs 

will be opened in Parbatsar-Nagaur, Samdari (Siwana)-Barmer, Bonli 

(Bamanwas)-Sawai Madhopur and Bhopalgarh-Jodhpur.
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51. Sanskrit schools situated at Nimbarka Teerth-Ajmer, Sultania, 

Vimalpura (Phagi), Jodhrala (Jamavaramgarh)-Jaipur, Paota 

(Mahwa)-Dausa, Todabhim-Karauli, Dalot-Pratapgarh and Shivaji 

Nagar (Kishangarh)-Ajmer will be upgraded. Sanskrit college will be 

set up in Sanskrit School Saidpura (Nadbai)-Bharatpur. Also, Veda 

Vidyapeeth is proposed to be set up at Banswara at a cost of Rs.25 

crore.

52. Incubation cells will be set up at 9 educational division levels in the 

state to develop entrepreneurial skills among students. By starting a 

School Startup Program, these Startups will be connected to Techno 

Hub using Hub & Spoke model.

53. To provide certificate courses and multi-discipilinary research 

opportunities to youth in latest IT technologies such as Artificial 

Intelligence, Machine Learning, Robotics and Virtual Reality, as also to 

generate awareness and interest is these technologies general public, I 

announce the establishment of Rajiv Gandhi Centre of Advance 

Technology (R-CAT) in Jaipur at a cost of Rs.200 crore.

54. The Vidya Sambal Yojana will be implemented to take subject experts 

as Guest Faculty in educational institutions – schools, colleges, 

residential schools and hostels run by various departments of the State 

Government.

55. Science and Space Clubs will be started for the encouraging of 

scientific activities amongst the students of classes VI to XII in about 

1,500 government schools of the state. Asteroid Search Programme 

will be run in these Clubs in collaboration with NASA (National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration, USA).

YOUTH AND EMPLOYMENT:

 For making the country a leader in the 21st century, our beloved 

former Prime Minister Bharat Ratna Rajiv Gandhiji had said – 

 “India is an ancient country, but a young nation...

 I am young and I also have a dream,
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 I dream of India strong, independent, self-reliant and in the front 

rank of the nations of the world, in the service of mankind.”

 We want the youth of the state to take inspiration from these ideals of 

Rajiv Gandhiji and become empowered and efficient to make their 

invaluable contribution in the progress of the state and ensure their 

strong participation in the development of the state. Our government 

will stand with them at all times, at every step.

 I, on this occasion, would like to remember the lines of former 

President Bharat Ratna Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam for the youth, to focus on 

their goals-

 “Dream is not what you see in sleep, Dream is something which doesn't 

let you sleep.”

56. By enhancing Mukhyamantri Yuva Sambal Yojana-2019, 3-month 

training will be imparted to eligible unemployed youth, followed by 4-

hours-a-day internship in various departments with a view to make 

them employable. It is also proposed to increase the current 

unemployment allowance payable to eligible youth to one thousand 

rupees. In past, we had benefited 1 lakh 60 thousand youth by 

spending Rs.650 crore, and now about 2 lakh youth will be benefited 

from this Scheme.

57. It is proposed to constitute Rajiv Gandhi Yuva Core (RYC) in the state 

with the aim of appraising public of government’s welfare schemes, to 

increase awareness about them and to convey their grievances to the 

government. For this, 2,500 'Rajiv Gandhi Yuva Mitras' will be 

selected. In addition, about 50 thousand women and men will be made 

Rajiv Gandhi Youth Volunteers in all villages of the state.

58. In order to make government recruitment process simple, time-bound 

and integrated, it is proposed to introduce a Common Eligibility Test in 

place of various competitive examinations with similar eligibility (like 

Gram Sevak, Patwari, ministerial employees, etc.). In addition, a one-

time verification system will be made to exempt candidates from 

repeated document authentication and police verification.
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59. I am happy to announce that the candidates travelling to take 

competitive examinations will be given free travel facility in Rajasthan 

Roadways’ buses within the state. Besides, this facility will also be 

available to the youth brand ambassadors of the state.

60. To provide employment opportunities to the youth of the state, 

recruitment will be done for more than 50 thousand posts in the next 2 

years.
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61. For the physical development of youth and children of the state, in the 

last years, along with organising sports competitions, we have 

expanded sports infrastructure. Moving ahead on these lines –

¾ I announce the launch of Major Dhyan Chand Stadium Yojana. 

Under this, sports stadiums will be constructed in every block of the 

1.  Agriculture 1674 

2.  Animal Husbandry 836

3.  Ayurveda 890

4.  Education 19000

5.  Forest 1700

6.  Home 8438

7.  Medical Education 336

8.  Medical Health 5000

9.  PHED 3838

10. PWD 1538

11. Revenue 1100

12. Other Departments 8000

S.No.              Department Name                      Total Posts
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state in a phased manner. For this, an amount equal to the amount 

received from MLA-MP fund / public representative / public 

cooperation / CSR will be borne by the state government.

¾ Sports stadium at Moroli-Bharatpur and sports facilities at 

Kachhwa-Sikar will be developed. 

¾ Multipurpose indoor halls will be constructed for sports activities at 

Ajmer, Bharatpur, Bikaner and Kota divisional headquarters.

¾ Stadiums will be constructed at Rajsamand and Sirohi district 

headquarters and indoor stadium in Pratapgarh.

62. In order to create an extensive sports environment in the state, I 

announce that tournaments will be organised for the popular sports 

like Kabaddi, Volleyball, Cricket (Tennis Ball) and Hockey at Gram 

Panchayat, Block, District and State levels. A provision of Rs.30 crore 

will be made for this.

63. Residential Sports Schools will be built at SMS Stadium, Jaipur and 

Amritlal Gehlot Stadium, Chainpura School Mandore, Jodhpur. 

Facilities for accommodation, education and sports training will be 

available free of cost to players in these schools. A High Performance 

Training and Rehabilitation Centre will be set up at SMS Stadium, 

Jaipur, with the aim of providing advances technology based 

physiotherapy facility to the players. A provision of Rs.40 crore will be 

made for this.

64. In view of the demand of Western Rajasthan, renovation and 

strengthening work of Barkatullah Khan Cricket Stadium, Jodhpur will 

be undertaken at a cost of Rs.20 crore by the Jodhpur Development 

Authority for conducting international cricket matches and IPL 

tournaments.

65. Archery Academy in Dungarpur and Handball Academy in Jaisalmer 

will be started in the state.

66. In order to provide better facilities to the youth in the state, work will be 

done for the beautification and strengthening of Youth Hostel at 
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Udaipur, Jodhpur and Ajmer. Also, Youth Hostel, Jaipur will be 

developed as a 'Youth Excellence Centre'. Rs.5 crore will be spent on 

these works.

FARMER AND LIVESTOCK WELFARE:

67. Gandhiji had said, “If India has to make peaceful, real progress, then 

the rich must understand that the soul of India resides in the 

farmers.” Our government has always been farmer friendly and has 

been implementing many important farmer welfare schemes including 

waiving farmers’ loans. In place of the three disputed agricultural laws 

of the Centre, keeping in mind the interests of the farmers, we have 

passed three bills in the last assembly session and forwarded them to 

the Honourable Governor for due approval of the Honourable 

President. We are confident that these Bills will be sent to the President 

soon. Taking this spirit forward, I propose to start the 'Agriculture 

Budget' from the next year for better future of the annadata and for the 

protection of their interests.

68. In keeping with its promise, our government has waived more than 

Rs.8000 crore worth of loans of 20 lakh 89 thousand farmers. Along 

with this, we also paid off Rs.6000 crore pending from previous 

government’s tenure. This makes the total farm loans waived by us 

more than Rs.14000 crore. 

 We had sent a proposal to Government of India to give the benefit of 

loan waiver to farmers who have borrowed from nationalised banks. 

We have not received consent from Government of India on this yet. In 

such a situation, we are in touch with the State Level Bankers 

Committee (SLBC) for loan waivers of remaining farmers who have 

borrowed from nationalised banks, scheduled banks and regional rural 

banks using One Time Settlement Schemes of banks.

69. Our government in the year 2012-13 implemented Byaj Mukt Fasli Rin 

Yojana. Despite the Covid pandemic in the year 2020-21, we were able 

to meet the 87 percent loan disbursement targets. In the coming 

financial year, interest-free short-term crop loans of Rs.16000 crore 
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will be distributed to the farmers of the state through the Central 

Cooperative Banks. Additionally, in 2021-22 it is proposed to bring 3 

lakh new farmers including fishermen and livestock rearers under the 

fold of this Scheme.

70. With a view to increase the income of farmers and livestock breeders 

and to ensure their overall development, I announce the 

implementation of grant-based 'Mukhyamantri Krishak Sathi Yojana' 

for the next three years through the Krishak Kalyan Kosh. Under this 

Scheme – 

¾ 3 lakh farmers will be given free Bio Fertilizers and Bio Agents 

¾ Compost units will be established for 1 lakh farmers. 

¾ 3 lakh farmers will be provided with 'micro nutrients kit'. 

¾ High quality seeds will be distributed to 5 lakh farmers.

¾ Diggy and farm ponds will be made for 30 thousand farmers. 

¾ Sprinklers and mini sprinklers will be provided to 1 lakh 20 

thousand farmers. 

¾ 120 Farmer Producer Organization (FPO) will be formed and 

strengthened, under which cleaning, grinding and processing units 

of products will be set up so that farmers can get fair price for their 

products. 

 Rs.2000 crore will be spent on these works.
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71. Considering the effectiveness of drip and sprinkler irrigation techniques 

in the state, about 4 lakh 30 thousand hectare additional area will be 

brought under micro irrigation in the next three years. Along with this, 

techniques such as fertigation and automation will also be promoted 

extensively. A provision of Rs.732 crore is proposed for this.

72. In order to promote business and export of agricultural commodities 

and their value-added products, I announce the setting up of Mini 

Food Parks in each district in a phased manner in the next three years. 

In the coming financial year, Mini Food Parks will be set up at a cost of 

Rs.200 crore in Pali, Nagaur, Barmer, Jaisalmer, Jalore, Sawai 



Madhopur, Karauli, Bikaner and Dausa districts. Also, a Mega Food 

Park will be established in Mathania-Jodhpur at a cost of about Rs.100 

crore.

73. Jyotiba Phule Krishi Upaj Mandi with modern facilities will be set up at 

Agnawa-Jodhpur to help farmers fetch better prices for their produce. 

Rs.60 crore will be spent on this.

74. One thousand Kisan Seva Kendras will be constructed in Bharat 

Nirman Rajiv Gandhi Seva Kendras at a cost of Rs.125 crore in the 

next 3 years to provide various services to farmers. For this, 1000 new 

posts of Agricultural Supervisors will also be created.

75. As soon as we took office, we had announced not to increase electricity 

tariff for farmers for 5 years. This year, we are giving a subsidy of 

Rs.12,700 crore to farmers and a provision of more than Rs.16,000 

crore is proposed for the coming financial year. For availability of 

adequate power for farming, transparency in power purchase and 

sound financial management, I announce the formation of a new 

Krishi Vidyut Vitran Company.

76. Earlier, a provision was made by the Department of Energy to provide 

DBT upto a maximum of Rs.10,000 per annum to general category 

rural agricultural consumers. Currently, the said amount is not 

payable. Now, making the Scheme even better, I announce up to 

Rs.1000 per month (and up to a maximum of Rs.12,000 per annum) to 

be paid to consumers receiving bills through metering, on the lines of 

the Scheme of the Government of Orissa. An annual expenditure of 

Rs.1,450 crore is expected on this.

77. Electricity bills to BPL, small domestic consumers (up to 150 units) and 

all agricultural consumers will now be sent once in two months instead 

of every month.

78. To make continuous power available to farmers, I announce providing 

solar pumps to 50,000 farmers and agricultural electricity connections 

to another 50,000 farmers. In addition, the current period for reviving 

terminated agricultural connections will be increased from 15 years to 
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20 years. 

79. In the Agricultural Produce Market Committees in the state, 

development works worth Rs.1,000 crore rupees will be done in the 

next three years for construction of link roads, developing other 

infrastructure and making Mandis online.

80. It is proposed to make Krish Upaj Mandis in Parbatsar, Ladnun-

Nagaur, Uchchain-Bharatpur, Fatehgarh and Sutharamandi-

Jaisalmer, Sub-Mandis in Pugal (Khajuwala)-Bikaner; Dudu-Jaipur to 

be declared as Independent Mandi and Taranagar-Churu to be 

declared as Main Mandi. Also, a fruit-vegetable mandi will be made in 

Padru (Siwana)-Barmer.

81. In order to provide facilities to farmers of Jodhpur division at one place, 

the offices of Department of Agriculture and Horticulture located at 

Paota will be moved to Rajmata Vijayaraje Scindia Krishi Upaj Mandi 

(Grain), Bhadwasia-Jodhpur and Kisan Complex will be developed. 

This will cost Rs.20 crore.

82. In order to bring down the cost of farming in the state and to promote 

natural farming, we started the Zero Budget Natural Farming Scheme 

in the year 2019. Under this, 36,000 farmers in 15 districts will be 

benefited by spending Rs.60 crore in the next 3 years.

83. Dair y Science and Technology Colleges will be established at 

Rajasthan Veterinary and Animal Sciences University, Bikaner and at 

Sri Karna Narendra Agricultural University, Jobner-Jaipur. A College of 

Dairy and Food Technology is proposed to be opened in Bassi-Jaipur. 

New agricultural colleges will be established in Dungarpur, Hindauli-

Bundi and Hanumangarh.

84. To promote milk production and facilitate the producers, I announce 

the formation of an independent new Milk Producer Cooperative 

Federation in Rajsamand district. With the introduction of new milk 

collection routes in the state for the year 2021-22, 1,500 milk 

collection centres operational in district milk unions are proposed to be 

registered as Primary Milk Producers Cooperative Societies.
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85. Towards bringing down time spent in farm activities and cost of 

farming, I propose to setting up of one thousand Custom Hiring 

Centres at GSS and other places on PPP mode in a phased manner to 

provide high-tech agricultural equipment on rent to small and 

marginal farmers. It is expected to cost Rs.20 crore.

86. In the year 2021-22, 100 metric tonne capacity godowns will be 

constructed in 100 PACS/LAMPS each. An expenditure of Rs.12 crore 

will be incurred on this.

87. I announce the launch of ‘102-Mobile Veterinary Seva’ on the lines of 

108 ambulance service, to provide emergency veterinary services to 

the state's Goshalas and livestock owners at their home. An 

expenditure of Rs.48 crore will be incurred on this in the coming 

financial year.

88. For the expansion of veterinary facilities in the state – 

¾ Veterinary Science Centre will be opened in Jobner and a 

Veterinary Science College in Navan-Nagaur.

¾ 200 veterinary sub-centres and 198 veterinary dispensaries 

currently in operation will be upgraded to Veterinary Hospitals.

¾ Government Veterinary Hospital Borada (Kishangarh)-Ajmer will 

be upgraded to First-grade Veterinary Hospital.

¾ Veterinary Sub-centre will be opened in Peelwa (Didwana)-Nagaur.

89. To strengthen and modernise veterinary services, Rajasthan 

Veterinary Relief Society will be set up in every veterinary hospital.

90. In the past, non-domestic electricity tariff was applicable for 

connections in all Goshalas. Since February 2020, domestic tariffs 

have been implemented for registered Goshalas. As a step to support 

Goshalas, half of the amount at domestic rate for all registered 

Goshalas will be borne by the State Government from next year.

91. We had announced to build a Nandi Shala in each block. To execute 

this more extensively, these Nandi Shalas are proposed to be built on 

the basis of a Rs.1.50 crore model. For this, an amount of Rs.111 crore 
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will be spent in the coming financial year.

92. With the aim of encouraging progressive veterinarians of the state, on 

the lines of progressive farmers, State-level Veterinarian Award 

Ceremony will be organised every year.

INDUSTRY:

 The MSME Act, 2019 was introduced by us with the objectives of 

developing MSME industries, creating an investment friendly 

environment for entrepreneurs and investors, and creating more 

employment opportunities.

93. A new policy is proposed to be issued for the upliftment of micro, small 

and medium enterprises of the state. Appropriate provisions will be 

made in this policy regarding quality control certification, setting up of 

testing laboratories, skill upgradation of women SC-ST entrepreneurs, 

export promotion, e-marketing platform, etc.

94. In order to create new opportunities for overall industrial development, 

investment and employment in the state, out of 147 subdivisions 

deprived of an industrial area, in 2021-22, new industrial areas will be 

established in 64 sub-divisions in the first phase, which are as follows:

S.No.              District Proposed Industrial Area

1.  Alwar  Bansur, Ramgarh, Malakheda, R   aini

2.  Banswara Bagidora, Anandpuri, Chhoti S   aravan

3.  Baran Mangrol, Kishanganj, Atru

4.  Barmer Gadraroad (Shiva), Baytu, C   hauhthan, 

Dhorimanna

5.  Bharatpur Bhusawar, Roopwas, Nagar

6.  Bhilwara Mandal

7.  Bundi Keshoraipatan, Nainwan, Hindoli

8.  Chittorgarh Begun

9.  Churu Rajgarh

10. Dausa Sikrai, Nangal Rajavatan (Lalsot)
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S.No.              District Proposed Industrial Area

95. I announce the creation of a new and advanced 'Greater Bhiwadi 

Industrial Township' by including Khushkheda, Bhiwadi, Neemrana, 

Tapukra and surrounding areas in Alwar. This township will prove to 

be a milestone in the industrial development of Rajasthan. Rs.1000 

crore will be invested in this in the first phase for infrastructure 

strengthening.

11. Dholpur Rajakheda, Basedi, Saramathura

12. Dungarpur Simalwara, Aspur, Galiakot

13. Shriganganagar Shri karanpur

14. Jaipur Jamwaramgarh,Viratnagar

15. Jalore Chitalwana

16. Jaisalmer  Pokaran

17. Jhunjhunu  Khetri, Nawalgarh, U   daipurwati Malsisar

18. Jodhpur  Bhopalgarh, Lohawat, Bawdi

19. Karauli Mandrayal, Sapotra, Todabhim

20. Kota  Digod, Sangod

21. Nagaur Jayal, Navan, Ladnun

22. Pratapgarh Aranod

23. Rajsamand Nathdwara, Railmgara

24. Sawai Madhopur Khandar, Chauth ka Barwada,

Bonli, Malarnadungar, Bamanwas

25. Sikar  Laxmangarh, Dhod

26. Tonk Piplu, Todaraisingh

27. Udaipur  Kherwara



96. Along with this, I also announce the creation of 'Marwar Industrial 

Cluster' in Jodhpur-Kankani-Rohat-Pali-Marwar region. With this, 

Marwar region will be developed as an industrial zone in DMIC 

aligned to the Dedicated Freight Corridor. Rs.750 crore will be spent 

on this. RIICO has been made the Regional Development Authority 

for this.

97. Road shows will be organised in India and abroad for attracting new 

investors and on-the-spot disposal of investment related work. A 

Rajasthan Investors Summit will be organised in Jaipur in the 

coming financial year in collaboration with Rajasthan Foundation.

98. Chartered Accountants and IT Professionals of Rajasthan are 

renowned for their expertise. With the aim of developing Jaipur as 

Fintech City in the country, I announce the establishment of Fintech 

Park (Financial Technology Park).

99. Jodhpur is emerging as a hub for pharma and medical equipment. In 

view of this, a Biotech-Pharma Business Incubation & Research 

Centre will be set up in Jodhpur at a cost of Rs.5 crore.

100. With a view to end Inspection Raj and to prioritise Ease of Doing 

Business by eliminating the practice of unnecessary inspections in 

various departments, it is proposed to implement the process of 

inspections by selecting officers by random roster on the basis of 

computerised risk analysis.

101. Currently, the State Government reimburses 100% interest on loans 

up to Rs.1 lakh to cardholder weavers in the handloom sector. The 

government will now reimburse 100% interest on the loans up to Rs 3 

lakh for artisans in the handicraft sector.

102. All loans disbursed by the Department of Industries under various 

schemes for artisans, weavers, cottage and small scale industries of 

the state, outstanding up to the year 2000 will be waived. About 3 

thousand entrepreneurs will be benefited from this.

103. Jaipur Haat will be developed on the lines of Delhi Haat to provide 
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marketing facility at the state level for goods produced by artisans 

and weavers of the state. A modern museum will also be established. 

Completion work of Urban Haat at Sikar will be taken up the coming 

financial year.

104. To bring the youth to forefront of development of the state and to 

foster entrepreneurship, we are providing various facilities to startups 

in the state. Currently the iStart program is limited to big cities. Rural 

youth of the state has demonstrated strong willpower and innovation 

capability from time to time. Therefore, in the coming financial year, 

the Rural i-Start Program is proposed to be implemented on an 

extensive scale.

105. Startups will be promoted giving the youth an opportunity to show 

talent and to achieve self-employment. Various departments will be 

able to give work-orders of up to Rs.15 lakh for selected works to 

registered startups in the state without tender process.

SOCIAL SECURITY:

 Speaker Sir, our government is ready to serve all these sections of the 

society who still have to fight for equality. We are committed to the 

upliftment of women, specially-abled persons, scheduled castes, 

scheduled tribes, economically and socially backward classes and 

minorities. I would like to remind the lines of Mother Teresa to the 

honourable House-

 'Not all of us can do great things,

 But we can do small things with great love. '

106. To ensure all round development of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 

Tribes in the state, I announce the implementation of special 

'Rajasthan Pattern'. Under this, the Rajasthan Scheduled Caste and 

Scheduled Tribe Development Act will be drafted.

107. I announce the implementation of Mukhyamantri Anuprati 

Coaching Yojana for the students of SC, ST, OBC, MBC, and EWS for 

admission in various professional courses and for preparation of 



competitive exams for government jobs. Under this, preparation will 

be facilitated through professional coaching institutes in classes XI 

and XII for academic courses and in last 2 years of college for 

employability. 5000 boys and 5000 girls will be benefited every year. 

There will be an expenditure of Rs.25 crore on this.

108. The Department of Social Justice and Empowerment is currently 

running girls' hostels for college students of SC, ST, OBC, MBC and 

EWS category. Now I propose to implement the Ambedkar DBT 

Voucher Yojana for residential facility for boys – college students – 

from these classes. 5,000 students will be benefited under this.

109. Eight new Eklavya Model Residential Schools will be set up in the 

coming financial year in scheduled areas of Salumbar, Jhadol, 

Khairwara, Lasadia-Udaipur, Dhariawad, Aranod-Pratapgarh, 

Sagwara-Dungarpur, Garhi-Banswara.

110. 4 residential schools for Sahariya tribe will be upgraded from 

secondary to higher secondary in Saharia region of Baran district, in 

Khushira, Koyla, Kawai and Parania.

111. 7 Government Ambedkar Hostel buildings for SC, ST and OBC will be 

constructed in Sanganer-Jaipur, Mundavar, Narayanpur 

(Thanagazi)-Alwar, Deeg-Bharatpur, Patan-Sikar, Sajjangarh-

Banswara and Bikaner. Rs.28.50 crore will be spent on this.

112. For the facilitating education in minority dominated areas of the 

state – 

¾ 8 Minority Boys' Hostel buildings will be constructed in blocks 

Laxmangarh-Alwar, block Raisinghnagar and Anupgarh-

Sriganganagar, block Masuda-Ajmer, Fatehpur-Sikar, Churu, 

Jhunjhunu and Tonk. 

¾ 3 Government Residential Schools will be established in 

Bhaniana block Sakra-Jaisalmer, block Ramgarh-Alwar and 

Udaipur, with an expenditure of Rs.62 crore. 

¾ Minor Girls' Residential Schools will be opened in Sikar, 
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Chauhtan-Barmer and Pahari (Kaman)-Bharatpur.

¾ Minority Boys' Hostels will be opened at Jaipur, Jodhpur and Kota 

divisional headquarters.

113. For expansion of health facilities in minority dominated areas of the 

state, three primary health center (PHC) buildings will be 

constructed in Barmer and one each in Alwar and Bharatpur districts. 

Besides, buildings of 10 Health Sub-centres will be constructed in 

Alwar, 5 in Ajmer and 2 in Jaisalmer.

114. For inclusive development of SC, ST, OBC & Minority, a ‘Vikas Kosh’ 

of Rs.100 crore will be set up for each category. Also, an ‘Utthan 

Kosh’ will be created for Transgenders with an amount of Rs.10 

crore.

115. A package of Rs.200 crore is being given under Devnarayan Yojana. 

Also, 3 hostels will be constructed for MBC in the coming financial 

year.

116. Denotified Tribes (DNT) Policy will be implemented in the state for 

the upliftment of the deprived, nomadic and semi-nomadic 

communities like Gadiya Luhar, Banjara, Sansi, Bawri, Bhat, Nat and 

Madari, Sapera, Bahrupiya etc., under which – 

¾ A Rs.50 crore fund will be set up for the development of DNTs

¾ DNT Research and Preservation Centre will be set up with an 

amount of Rs.5 crore for their traditional arts and enterprise

117. It is proposed to increase the capacity of Jamdoli-Jaipur based old 

age home from 25 to 200. Similarly, the capacity of Government old 

age home at Pushkar, Ajmer will be increased from 25 to 50.

118. The families of such specially-abled people of the state who are 

currently receiving the benefits of Social Security Pension Scheme, 

will be considered at par with BPL.

119. I announce to increase the current scholarship for specially-abled 

students of classes 1 to 4 from Rs.40 to Rs.500 and for those of 

classes 5 to 8 from Rs.50 to Rs.600 per month.
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120. 2,000 Scooties will be given to specially-abled college going students 

and to youth going to their workplace for employment. An 

expenditure of Rs.15 crore is estimated on this.

121. I announce doubling the grant-in-aid amount being given by the 

State Government for honorarium workers working in mentally 

retarded rehabilitation homes, schools for visually impaired, special 

schools and hostels operated through aided voluntary organisations 

in the state.

122. It is proposed to establish, in a phased manner, Integrated Child 

Rehabilitation Centres under Nehru Bal Sanrakshan Kosh at 

divisional headquarters of Jaipur, Jodhpur, Kota, Bikaner, Bharatpur, 

Ajmer and Udaipur through voluntary organisations to prevent the 

tendency of drug addiction in children and to get them out of such 

situations.

123. The State Government is committed for the care, protection and 

rehabilitation of orphaned and neglected children. Taking innovative 

initiative for rehabilitation of such children, I propose operatation of 

‘Gora Dhai Group Foster Care’ at all district headquarters, in 

coordination with NGOs and civil society.

124. To improve the condition of Anganwadis and to make proper 

arrangements for pre-school activities, I propose to include 25,000 

Anganwadis in the Nand Ghar Yojana in a phased manner.

125. For better health and hygiene, sanitary napkins are being provided to 

girl students and to adolescent girls. Now broadening the scope, this 

facility will be made available to all women through the 

‘Mukhyamantri Nishulk Dava Yojana’ as per requirement. In rural 

areas, ghoonghat is prevalent and women are hesitant to convey 

their problems, they suffer from many diseases and they do not get 

timely treatment. A special health awareness campaign will be taken 

up through women SHGs, social organisations and NGOs and 

sanitary napkins will be distributed. For this, cash incentive will be 

given to these organisations for doing excellent work. A provision of 



Rs.200 crore is proposed in this Scheme.

126. I propose to set up Indira Mahila Shakti Kendras at all district 

headquarters including Jaipur for solving problems of women and for 

their counselling. Rs.15 crore will be spent on these.

127. To empower women financially, provision of direct government 

procurement of up to Rs.1 lakh of material made by rural women 

self-help groups of Rajivika will be made on the lines of Amrita 

Society.

128. In order to promote education in tribal areas, 250 Day-Care Centres 

are proposed to be set up.

129. 150 Van-dhan Kendras will be set up to create better marketing 

opportunities for post value addition of small forest produce 

collected by 45 thousand tribal families of Sahariya, Mada and Tribal 

Sub-Plan regions. An expenditure of about Rs.22.50 crore will be 

incurred on this.

130. In the year 2013, in the memory of martyr Aadivasis, I had laid the 

foundation of a grand memorial named Leeludi Badli Shaheed 

Smarak at village Bhula-Sirohi but the work has not been completed 

yet. So now I make a provision of Rs.2 crore to complete this 

memorial.

131. The honorary allowance payable to wives of martyred soldiers and 

parents of unmarried martyrs will be increased from Rs.3 thousand to 

Rs.5 thousand per month. Also, the fixed deposit for the 

maintenance of dependent parents of martyred soldiers is proposed 

to be increased from Rs.3 lakh to Rs.5 lakh.

132. The honory pension amount payable to freedom fighters of the state 

and their dependents will be increased from Rs.25 thousand to Rs.50 

thousand per month.

133. Honorarium for two categories of priests at temples of the Devasthan 

Department will be increased from Rs.1,800 to Rs.3,000 and from 

Rs.3,600 to Rs.5,000 per month respectively.
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BASIC INFRASTRUCTURE:

 Honourable Speaker, you all know that along with education and 

health, providing other basic facilities such as electricity, water, 

roads, housing, etc. has always been a priority of our government. 

However, a major part of this financial year was spent under 

lockdown due to Covid. Because of this, commencement of a 

number of works was delayed, while many other works could not be 

completed. Therefore, we intend to expedite work on these facilities 

in the coming financial year.

ROAD-URBAN DEVELOPMENT:

134. I propose to bring a new State Road Policy-2021 for the period from 

2021 to 2026 for the planned development of roads in the state.

135. A large number of proposals related to repair, strengthening, 

upgradation and construction of roads have been received through 

honourable members. Based on these, it is proposed – 

¾ Non-patchable or missing link road works costing Rs.5 crore will 

be done in each assembly constituency in the coming financial 

year with a total amount of Rs.1,000 crore

¾ 7,257 km other district roads (ODR) and rural road in all districts 

of the state will be upgraded to State Highways and Main District 

Roads (MDR).

136. Roads contribute significantly to basic infrastructure. Keeping this in 

mind, major repair works of three major roadways of each district will 

be done at a cost of about Rs.1,900 crore – 
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S. No. District Name of Road (Panchayat Samiti Name)

1. Alwar Ÿ Alwar-Jaipur Road to Siliserh-Garbhaji Road 
(Umren) 

Ÿ SH-52 Gyanpura Sikar border via Karana-Rajanota-
Raghunathpura (Bansur)

Ÿ Kishangarh-Kotkasim-Bolni till state border 
(Kishangarhbas) 

2. Ajmer Ÿ Widening of 2-lane to 4-lane road of Kekri town 
(Kekri) 

Ÿ NH-79 to Jhipiya via Ratakot (Masuda)
Ÿ New Bus Stand Kishangarh to Farasia Phatak 

(Kishangarh)

3. Banswara Ÿ Tezpur to Borwat Road urban link through 
Banswara Road with Pulia (Banswara) 

Ÿ Bridge construction on Connected Road MUWAL to 
Mahudafla Padla Road (Kushalgarh) 

Ÿ Bridge construction work on Connected Road 
Potalia (Kushalgarh)

4. Baran Ÿ Anta-Siswali High Level Bridge (Anta)
Ÿ Mermachah to Choki Borda with Bridge 

Construction (Atru) 
Ÿ Kishanganj to Mangrol via Ramgarh Road to High 

Level Bridge (Kishanganj)

5. Barmer Ÿ Bhadkha-Batadu-Kanod-Gida-Pareau-Patodi 
(Baytu) 

Ÿ Utarlai Gypsum Halt Jalipa-Harsani (Barmer Rural) 
Ÿ Contact Road Barmer-Gadraroad to Barmer 

Chauhtan (Ramsar, Chauhtan)

6. Bharatpur Ÿ Panhauri to Nadbai via Januthar Achera (Nagar, 
Nadbai) 

Ÿ Bari-Basdi-Bandh-Baretha-Uchchain Bharatpur 
Saunkh (Bayana, Uchhain)

Ÿ Senthara to Ikaran Mod via Jatoli Rathbhan 
Peepala Ikaran (Sevar) 
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S. No. District Name of Road (Panchayat Samiti Name)

7. Bhilwara Ÿ Bhilwara to Deogarh via Pansal-Pithas-Bagaur-
Raipur- Borana-Jagdish road to the border 
(Sahada) 

Ÿ Bhinder-Ramgarh via Fatehanagar-Gangapur-
Raipur-Karera (Aasind)

Ÿ Manpura-Jalindari Road, with Pulia Construction 
(Mandalgarh)

8. Bikaner Ÿ NH-11 Urmul Circle-Karmisar Road Junction and 
NH-89 Gogagate Circle-Udayramsar Junction 
(Bikaner) 

Ÿ Bikaner-Jhajhu-Dasori Road (Kolayat)
Ÿ Bachhasar to Chawla Basti to NH-11 (Khajuwala) 

9. Bundi Ÿ Dhanwa-Dhabhaiyon ka Naya gaon-Dablana-
Ranipura-Bansi-Dugari-Nainwan with High Level 
Bridge (Hindauli) 

Ÿ Bundi-Dalelpura-Alod-Mendi MDR-52 Road (Bundi, 
Hindauli) 

Ÿ Pech Ki Bawdi Thana Road to Border (Hindauli)

10. Chittorgarh Ÿ Nimbahera to Arniya Mali Segwa Road 
(Nimbahera) 

Ÿ Rawatbhata-Jawahar Nagar (Begun) 
Ÿ Pandoli-Jhantla Mata-Netwal Maharaj-Chhapari 

Road (Chittorgarh, Kapasan)

11. Churu Ÿ Bhaleri-Kohina-Sahwa (Taranagar) 
Ÿ Sikar Nokha Road, left out portion (Sujangarh) 
Ÿ ROB Construction Work at Sujangarh on LC No-21 

(Sujangarh)

12. Dausa Ÿ NH-21 to NH-148 via Chhatriwali Dhani-Sirra's 
Dhani-Durga Temple-Malpura-Chadrana Dist. Till 
border (Dausa) 

Ÿ NH-148 to Mauroli via Pipli-Patalwas-Koliwada-
Dob-Papalaj Mata-Sardhon (Lalsot) 

Ÿ Golya Mod NH-25 to Torda Via Gangadwadi-
Gandarawa-Torda Road (Sikrai)

13. Dholpur Ÿ Bypass (Sampau) at Sampau connecting Badi Road 
to Bharatpur Dholpur Road

Ÿ Ring Road Construction (Bari) in Bari City
Ÿ Basedi-Jagner Road (Basedi)
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S. No. District Name of Road (Panchayat Samiti Name)

14. Dungarpur Ÿ Duchki to Limdia Fala with Bridge (Dungarpur) 
Ÿ Sagwara-Kokapur-Padra-Punali Road (Sagwara-

Daubra-Aspur) 
Ÿ Aspur-Dungarpur-Sarathuna road (Dungarpur-

Aspur-Daubda)

15. Hanumangarh
Ÿ Hanumangarh-Abohar road (SH-7A) 

(Hanumangarh) 
Ÿ Hanumangarh-Shriganganagar road (SH-36) ROB 

Construction work (Hanumangarh) in place of 
Railway Gate No.176 on km 201 / 0-1 of 
Sriganganagar-Hanumangarh Railway Section 

Ÿ Nohar-Sardarshahar Road (Nohar)

16. Jaipur Ÿ Jhotwara-Khorabisal-Nangal. Ladi-Punana-
Bhainswa (Jhotwara-Amer) 

Ÿ Phagi to Mohanpura-RajawatanVia Kishorpura-
Semaliya (Fagi) 

Ÿ Khejroli Mundru Road to Simarada Via Untgadha 
(Govindgarh)

17. Jaisalmer Ÿ Gadra Road to Nachna Via Chawa-Baytu-Kanod 
(Bhaniana, Sakra) 

Ÿ Jaisalmer Jhinjhinyali (Jaisalmer, Fatehgarh) 
Ÿ Pokran to Jhinjhinyali Via Sankra Bhainsda Dangri 

Fatehgarh (Sakra, Fatehgarh)

18. Jalore Ÿ Godan-Bishangarh Road (Jalore) 
Ÿ Sanchore-Raniwara-Mandar Road (Raniwara)
Ÿ Janavi-Khasarvi-Suthadi-Surachand (Chitalwana)

19. Jhalawar Ÿ Nalkhedi- Akkhedi-Guradia upto the state border 
(Bhawanimandi) 

Ÿ High-level bridge construction work on Parvan river 
Kalmodia Harnavada Manoharthana Rajgarh road 
(near Manoharthana) 

Ÿ Ratlai-Karalgaon-Bakani road (Bakani)

20. Jhunjhunu Ÿ Jhajhar-Parasrampura- Dholakheda (Nawalgarh)
Ÿ Sultana-Chanana-Barau-Kalota-Babai (Khetri)
Ÿ Dhigal-Mandawa (Mandawa)
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S. No. District Name of Road (Panchayat Samiti Name)

21. Jodhpur Ÿ Lohawat-Dechu road (Lohawat) 
Ÿ Jodhpur-Balesar-Shergarh road (Shergarh) 
Ÿ Gokulji ki Pyau to 8 mile Mandor and stone 

payment (Mandor) on different internal roads of 
Jodhpur city.

22. Karauli Ÿ Kudgaon to Kailadevi (Sapotra) 
Ÿ Pheli Ka Pura to via  Kotari-Khareta (Hindaun)
Ÿ Keshpura Basedi via Siriyapura (Karauli)

23. Kota Ÿ High Level Bridge (Sangod) on Thak-Adusa-Sangod 
of Kathun-Rajpura-Balaji 

Ÿ Indargarh-Chambal Dhipri-Rajopa-Etawah-
Peepalda-Shahnavada State Boundary (Etawah, 
Peepalda)

Ÿ Kota Bypass (Etawah) in Sultanpur Town on 
Sultanpur-Khatauli-Sheopur Road

24. Nagaur Ÿ Degana-Harsaur Road (Degana)
Ÿ Jayal-Manglod-Deh Road (Jayal)
Ÿ Kuchaman-Chitawa-Ghatwa (Kuchaman)

25. Pali Ÿ Bilada-Sojat-Siriyari-Desuri-Sadari-Pindwara 
(Marwar, Desuri) 

Ÿ Jodhpur-Jojawar Road State Highway - 61 km. 
227/0 to 250/0 via Jaitpura-Deoli-Mukanpura-
Janunda-Dhanala-Kotdi (Marwar Junction) 

Ÿ Jaitaran to Nimbaul-Sinal Road (Jaitaran)

26. Pratapgarh Ÿ Mangalwar-Badi Sadri-Chhoti Sadri-Neemuch and 
Narayani village bypass (Chhoti Sadri) 

Ÿ Bridge (Arnod) up to Arnod-Jajli State Border 
Ÿ Bridge Construction work Nakor Piplikheda Road 

(on the river Galita) (Dhamotar)

27. Rajsamand Ÿ Gunjol to Sayon ka Kheda (Khamanor) 
Ÿ Kelwara-Oladar Chauraha to Bhadsoda via Sapol-

Mundol-Rajnagar-Railmgara-Kapasan-Bhadsoda 
Chauraha (Rajsamand) 

Ÿ Kelwara to Saira Road (Kumbhalgarh, Saira)

28. Sawai Madhopur Ÿ Surwal Khilchipur Ganesh Dham to with Bridge 
(Sawai Madhopur) 

Ÿ Saloda-Piloda-Baglai to Shivala Nadauti 
(Gangapurcity) 

Ÿ Behrawanda Khandar Baler Road to Rameshwar 
Ghat (Khandar)
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S. No. District Name of Road (Panchayat Samiti Name)

29. Sikar Ÿ Khatu-Palsana-Khandela-Chala (Khandela)
Ÿ Jajod to Narasas-Doasra-Sola-Mangaluna road 

(Laxmangarh) 
Ÿ Kotputli-Losal via Sikar-Dhod (Dhod)

30. Sirohi Ÿ Sirohi-Kalandri-Ramsin (Sirohi) 
Ÿ From Girwar Chauraha (NH-27) Road to Maval 

Village, bridge Construction (Abu Road) 
Ÿ Bridge Construction on the Kojra River on the Kojra-

Nadia Road (Pindwara)

31. Sriganganagar Ÿ Upgradation of Ganganagar Bypass 
(Sriganganagar) 

Ÿ Sadulshahar to Pakka Saharana via PratappuraRa-
Manniwali-Killanwali (Sadulshahar) 

Ÿ 32 ML Road from Padampur (Padampur, 
Raisinghnagar)

32. Tonk Ÿ Nathdi-Piplu-Ranoli-Kathmana (Piplu)
Ÿ Kakod-nagar road (Uniyara) 
Ÿ Chaturbhujpura road to Mukundpura via Kiro ki 

Dhani with Masi river on Wented Kajve (Niwai)

33. Udaipur Ÿ Rishabhdev-Balua-Sarada-Chawand-Jaisamand-
Jagat Jhameshwar (Rishabhdev, Salumbar, Sarada)

Ÿ Daroli-Manderia-Gupri-Jaspura up to Kurabar road 
(Vallabhanagar)

Ÿ Khairwada-Kalyanpur (Salumbar)

137. Many urban bodies in the state do not have adequate financial 

resources. Therefore, by constituting a special fund, major repair 

works of main roads – 30 km in each municipal corporation, 20 km in 

the city council and 10 km of municipality – are proposed to be 

carried out through the Public Works Department. About Rs.1,000 

crore will be spent on this.

138. Under Pradhan Mantri Gramin Sadak Yojana Phase-III, work on 

upgradation of remaining 2,841 km of rural roads will be done in the 

next two years. It will cost Rs.1,425 crore.
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139. I announce to connect such Gram Panchayat headquarters of the 

state with bitumen top road, which are at present deprived of it.

140. In the coming financial year, development works of 27 state 

highways of a total length of 1,590 km will be started at a cost of 

Rs.3,880 crore, which are as follows –
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S.No. State Highway Cost

1. Beawar-Masuda-Goyla District Ajmer (SH-26A) Rs.146.34 crore 

2. Arai-Sarwar district Ajmer and Tonk (SH-7E) Rs.111.24 crore

3.
N.H. 12-Laxmipura-Dora-Dabi-Ranaji's Gudha district 
Bundi (SH-115) Rs.103.25 crore

4.
Mangaliyavas-Paduklaan district Ajmer and Nagaur 
(SH-102) Rs.134.38 crore

5.
Beawar-Pisangan-Tahla-Kot-Alaniyawas District Ajmer 
and Nagaur (SH-59 & 104) Rs.132.77 crore

6.
Padampur-Raisinghnagar and Sattasar-Bikaner Section 
District Sriganganagar and Bikaner (SH-3) Rs.206.35 crore

7.
Jhunjhunu-Rajgarh District Jhunjhunu and Churu 
(SH-41) Rs.151.47 crore

8.
Neemkathana-Khetri-Singhana district Sikar and 
Jhunjhunu (SH-13) Rs.174.31 crore

9.
Kishangarh-Arai-Malpura district Ajmer and Tonk 
(SH-7E) Rs.162.22 crore

10. Ramsin-Bhinmal-Raniwara district Jalore (SH-31) Rs.242.71 crore

11. Dantiwada-Pipad-Merta City division (SH-21) Rs.240.85 crore

12. Churu-Taranagar-Nohar division (SH-36) Rs.258.74 crore

13. Khedli-Nadbai-Kumher section (SH-44) Rs.118.12 crore

14. Rajgarh-Bhadra section (SH-106) Rs.126.72 crore

15.
Paloda-Garhi- Block up to Anandpuri state border 
(SH-10A) Rs.107.71 lakh

16.
Mathania-Tinwari-Dechu (SH-61B) and Jodhpur-Tinwari 
(SH-95) Rs.250 crore

17. Dhariyavad-Parsola-Sabala (SH-91) Rs.111.5 crore



141. In the coming financial year, 3 ROBs will be constructed in Hindaun-

Karauli, 2 in Bayana-Bharatpur, and 1 each in Lakheri-Bundi, 

Bharatpur City and Gangapur City-Sawai Madhopur at an estimated 

cost of Rs.403 crore. Additionally, DPR will be prepared for 

construction of ROBs for 8 rail gates with a total railway vehicle load 

of more than 1 lakh (2 in Adarsh Nagar-Ajmer and 1 each in Dorai-

Ajmer, Nokha-Bikaner, Depalsar-Churu, Raniwada-Jalore, Degana-

Nagaur, and Palsana-Sikar).

142. RUB will be constructed at Sikar-Churu railway section in Fatehpur-

Sikar at a cost of Rs.1.62 crore on the former level crossing Gate-32.

143. High level bridge will be constructed on Kota-Lakeri-Sawai 

Madhopur-Lalsot-Dausa mega highway in Bundi district at a cost of 

Rs.37.50 crore on Menz river near Papdi village.

144. DPR will be prepared for the construction of the high level bridge on 

the Chambal river at Gothada Kalan on Indargarh-Dhibari-Rajopa-

Etawah-Shahnavada-Lalitpur road (SH-120) in Peepalda tehsil of 

Kota district.
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S.No. State Highway Cost

18. Garhi-Bagidaura-Kushalgarh (SH-54A) Rs.179.14 crore

19. Natni ka Bada-Malakheda (Alwar) -Maujpur (SH -44) Rs.100.18 crore

20. Bikaner-Napasar-Jasrasar (SH-20B) Rs.130 crore

21. Sayla-Bagowda-Gudhamalani (Jalore-Barmer) (SH-16B) Rs.172.50 crore

22. Gotan-Sathin (Peepad) (SH-86B) Rs.61 crore

23.
Bundi-Silor-Namana-Garada-Bhopatpura Road 
(SH-29B) Rs.132 crore

24. Golyana-Nawalgarh (MDR-25B) Rs.54 crore

25.
Bambora (Kishangarh Bas ) (SH-25) - Naugaon 
(MDR-25 / VR) Rs.56.25 crore

26. Mal Bamori-Mangrol-Baran section (SH-01) Rs.125 crore

27. Dudu-Sambhar-Bhatipura (SH-2) Rs.90.90 crore
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145. To ease traffic congestion, a bridge will be constructed on Khatoli-

Sawai Madhopur road at a cost of Rs.131 crore on Chambal river 

near Jarel. With this, I announce the construction of a bridge at a 

cost of Rs.132.35 crore on the river connecting Dungarpur and 

Banswara district in Beneshwar Dham.

146. 50 anicuts will be constructed and renovated as per local 

requirements in the state. In addition, an Anicut will be built at a cost 

of Rs.6 crore on the Parvati river in Silvat (Rajkheda)-Dholpur.

147. As is well known, traffic has started from Ajmer Road to Agra Road 

(Southern Ring Road) in the first phase of Jaipur's prestigious Ring 

Road Project. Now in the second phase, DPR will be prepared for the 

45 km long Northern Ring Road connecting Agra Road to Delhi 

Road.

148. Widening work of 15 km Bharatpur-Agra via Achnera road till 

Rajasthan border will be done at a cost of Rs.16 crore in the coming 

financial year.

149. About 3 thousand residential houses will be constructed in Vatika, 

Mahala-Jaipur, Niwai-Tonk, Nasirabad and Kishangarh-Ajmer, Abu 

Road-Sirohi, Udaipur city, Bhinder-Udaipur, Banswara and Bhilwara 

through Rajasthan Housing Board.

150. I had announced building of residential accommodation for the 

honourable members of the house near the Vidhan Sabha. Now in 

the same premises, along residential accommodation, I propose 

construction of Constitutional Club, Jaipur on the lines of the 

Constitution Club based at New Delhi so that the spirit of legislative 

fraternity will remain forever among the members of ruling and 

opposition parties.

151. In view of providing social and economic support to the Pakistani 

migrants, residential accommodation at affordable rates will be 

provided to 1700 migrants in Vinoba Bhave Nagar in village Chokha, 

Jodhpur at a cost of Rs.102 crore.
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152. Development works will be done in Jaipur city at a cost of about 

Rs.700 crore. These works include beautification using traditional 

architecture and culture of Jaipur. Also, 7 major crossroads of the 

city will be made free of traffic signals.

153. Silvan Park has been developed on about 113 hectares of land on 

Agra Road in Jaipur. In the next phase, it will be further developed on 

the lines of Central Park by constructing a walking track and other 

facilities.

154. To overcome the problem of water logging and to strengthen the 

drainage system in Jodhpur, construction work will be done of 

Bhairav Nala (from Shobhavaton ki Dhani to Jojari River) and of RTO 

Nala (from Saran Nagar to Jojri River). Rs.191 crore will be spent on 

these. Also, repair of old sewerage line and construction of new 

sewerage line will be done in Jodhpur city. There will be an 

expenditure of Rs.309 crore on these.

155. To strengthen the drainage system of Bharatpur city, master drainage 

system will be developed. There will be an expenditure of about 

Rs.200 crores on this project.

156. Rs.10 crore will be spent on the construction of pumping station, 

establishment of WWTP, etc. for the water drainage collected during 

rainy season in Laxmangarh-Sikar.

157. DPR will be prepared for various works to check flow of garbage 

along with rainwater into the holy Sarovar, in Pushkar-Ajmer.

158. For seamless traffic movement in Kota city, development work of 

Maharana Pratap Chauraha, Kunhadi will be taken up and elevated 

road will be constructed from Borkheda ROB to Petrol-pump, Baran 

Road at a cost of Rs.140 crore.

159. In Jodhpur city, looping routes will be developed using parallel roads 

from Bombay Motor and 12th Road to Paota. For heritage 

conservation, renovation of verandahs of Nai Sarak and buildings 

from railway station to Puri Tiraha via Rajaranchhod Das ji temple 
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will be done. A Blue Corridor will be developed from Ghantaghar to 

Mehrangarh. Rs.100 crore will be spent on these works.

160. Construction, strengthening and beautification work of main roads 

of Pali city, from Government College on Sojat Road to Haifa Hero 

Circle and Kheteshwar Circle on Jodhpur Road will be done at an 

estimated cost of Rs.25 crore.

161. In Bikaner city, widening of road from Goga Gate Circle to Bhinasar 

Traffic Check Post and from Museum Circle to Haldiram Pyau from 4 

to 6 lane will be done, and expansion work of road from Pugal Fante 

to ROB will be done. Also, drains will be constructed for rainwater 

drainage. About Rs.40 crore will be spent on these works.

162. For improving traffic movement and developing infrastructure in 

Udaipur city, construction of 5.5 km, 4-lane inner ring road from 

Bhuwana Chauraha to Pratapnagar, construction of underpass on 

Pratapnagar-Bhuvana 200 feet road, construction of community 

centre and road construction in South Extension Yojana will be 

undertaken. In addition, construction of drains in Wada-Dhikali area 

for solving water logging problem, conservation of hills & water-

bodies and drinking water projects will be started. An expenditure of 

Rs.150 crore is expected on these works.

163. In Alwar city, construction of sewer line and STP in Shalimar Yojana, 

construction of 4-lane road and drains from Vaishalinagar to MIA 

and construction of drains from Hirabas Kali Mori to 200-feet bypass 

and from Roopwas ROB to Hanuman Circle will be done. These 

works are estimated to cost Rs.32 crore.

164. In Sawai Madhopur city, DPR will be prepared for the development 

and beautification of the road from Bhainru Darwaja to Rajbagh.

165. In Jodhpur city, a Modern Auditorium and Cultural Centre with 

seating capacity of 1,500 people will be constructed at a cost of 

Rs.60 crore for organising large national and international level 

events. In addition, Town Halls will be constructed in Dausa, Jalore, 

Banswara, Pratapgarh, Sikar and Bundi.
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166. We started the Gramin Bus Seva in the year 2012-13, which was 

discontinued by the previous government. In view of the popularity of 

this service and the convenience it offered to public, I announce the 

resumption of the Gramin Bus Seva with new vehicles. Under this, 

about 6,000 Gram Panchayats deprived of service will be connected 

to the transport service as per requirement. In addition, modern 

roadways bus stands will be constructed at Karauli, Ladnun and 

Makrana-Nagaur, and new bus depots will be constructed at Bansur-

Alwar.

167. To ensure high quality technical testing of vehicles from the point of 

view of road safety and to eliminate human intervention, automated 

fitness testing centres will be established in 5 districts – Pratapgarh, 

Karauli, Jaisalmer, Bundi and Baran. Rs.10.80 will be spent on these.

DRINKING WATER - WATER RESOURCES:

168. Honourable Speaker, I announce beginning of work on 12 new large 

drinking water projects worth about Rs.4,700 crore in the year 2021-

22 under the Jal Jeevan Mission. This will benefit 1,428 villages and 

1,891 dhanis. These projects are as follows –
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S.No. Drinking Water Project Cost

1. Bher-Haralaya Part-1 Major Drinking Water Project 
(Osian), District Jodhpur Rs.136.36 crore

 2. Bher-Haralaya Part-2 Major Drinking Water Project 
(Aau-Lohawat and Bapini), district Jodhpur Rs.463.10 crore

3. Battisa-nala Major Drinking Water Project (Sirohi-
Pindwara-Abu Road) District Sirohi Rs.408.24 crore

4. Shivganj Major Drinking Water Project, District Sirohi Rs.294.09 crore

5. Narmada Canal (ER) based cluster water supply project 
(Jaswantpura-Ranivada-Sanchore-Sarnau-Chitalwana-
Bagowda-Bhinmal-Jalore-Sayla), District Jalore Rs.1,094 crore 

6. Mahi Dam to Panchayat Samiti Ghatol and Banswara 
for a total of 249 villages Drinking Water Project, 
District Banswara Rs.500 crore

7. Shree Dungargarh Lunkaransar Water Supply Project, 
District Bikaner Rs.708.93 crore 
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169. To provide water connection to every household under the Jal Jeevan 

Mission, it was announced DPR for 13 projects will be prepared. Of 

these, 6 projects worth Rs.2,285 crore will be started in the first 

phase, benefiting 2,686 villages and 2,453 dhanis of the state. 

These projects are – 

¾ Cluster Project Aasind-Badnore, Banera-Hurada, Raipur-

Sahada-Suwana, Jahajpur-Kotri, Mandalgarh-Bijolia-Jahajpur in 

District Bhilwara. 

¾ Barmer Lift Project Part-A (Barmer, Bayatu-Balotra) in District 

Barmer and Barmer Lift Project Part-D (Bhaniana, Sankra, Sama, 

Fatehgarh, Mohangarh, Jaisalmer) in District Jaisalmer. 

¾ Kansingh ki Sid-Mandor Project, (Baap), Phalodi in District 

Jodhpur and Rajiv Gandhi lift canal to Peelwa-Sadri Jambeshwar 

Municipal Area Water Supply Yojana (Lohawat and Dechun) in 

District Jodhpur and Manaklava-Daijar-Banad (Mandor-Kairu-

Osian) in District Jodhpur

¾ Aapni Yojna Phase-II (Ratangarh-Sujangarh section) in District 

Churu 

¾ Fatehpur-Laxmangarh Drinking Water Project in District Sikar 

¾ Indira Gandhi Canal Project integrated Taranagar-Jhunjhunu, 

Sikar Khetri Mega Drinking Water Project in District Jhunjhunu
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S.No. Drinking Water Project Cost

8. Khajuwala Water Supply Project, District Bikaner Rs.488.89 crore 

9. Rajgarh-Jhalrapatan Water Supply Project, 
District Jhalawar Rs.274.78 crore

10. Regional Water Supply Yojana Bagheri ka Naka, 
District Rajsamand Rs.133.48 crore

11. Orai dam based surface drinking water project for 62 
villages and 36 dhanis of Tehsil Begun, District 
Chittorgarh

Rs.44.49 crore

12. Jayal Matasukh Drinking Water Project, District Nagaur Rs.159.30 crore



170. To provide pure drinking water in rural areas, about 20 lakh 

households will be provided drinking water connection under the Jal 

Jeevan Mission in a phased manner.

171. In the year 2021-22, to provide water connection for every household 

under the Jal Jeevan Mission, DPR of 22 projects will be prepared for 

3,233 villages and 2,606 dhanis, which are as follows –

¾ Barmer Lift Project Second Phase-Cluster Part-B (Barmer-Baytu-

Sindhari) in District Barmer. 

¾ Regional Area Water Supply Yojana Phalodi Headworks-

Bawarikala-Khara-Jalauda and Rajeev Gandhi Lift Cannal RD-

42 Ghator- Kanasar-Baap (Baap, Phalaudi, Lohawat) in District 

Jodhpur

¾ Malar-Jod-Hindal Gol (Baap, Phalaudi) in District Jodhpur.

¾ Jawai Project Cluster First (Bali, Marwar Junction, Sojat, 

Sumerpur), Second (Pali, Marwar Junction and Rani) and Third 

(Jaitaran, Raipur and Sojat) in District Pali. 

¾ Regional Area Water Supply Project Mandali, Jaitpur, Pukhtari 

(Rohat) in District Pali.

¾ Narmada FR (Jalore, Sanchore, Chitalwana, Bagowda, Ahor, 

Sayla) and DR cluster (Jaswantpura, Raniwada, Sanchore, 

Sarnau) in District Jalore.

¾ Kolayat Water Supply Project (Gajner Lift & Kolayat Lift) in 

District Bikaner.

¾ Bungi Rajgarh Drinking Water Project in District Churu. 

¾ Apani Yojana and Samvardhan Peyajal Pariyojana Project for 60 

villages of Sardarshahar, in Districts Churu and Hanumangarh.

¾ Gulandi and Kalikhad Water Supply Yojana in District Jhalawar

¾ Peeplad Drinking Water Project in District Jhalawar

¾ Chambal Bundi Cluster Drinking Water Project in District Bundi

¾ Singola Drinking Water Project in District Baran
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¾ Drinking Water Project for 433 Villages of Begu from Chambal 

River to Chittorgarh District

¾ Mandana Drinking Water Project in District Kota

¾ Chhapi Jhalawar Jhalrapatan Drinking Water Project in District 

Jhalawar

172. In order to provide pure drinking water to residents in urban and rural 

areas of the state, works of Rs.476 crore will be done in the next year 

under various water supply projects, which are as follows –
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S.No. Drinking Water Project Cost

1 To increase the capacity of overhead water storage 
reservoirs (OHSR) in Bari-Dholpur, construction of 
sources and reorganisation work of water distribution 
system

Rs.38 crore

2 Works related to construction of OHSR and laying of new 
pipeline in Barmer city

 
Rs.10 crore

3 Construction of OHSR and laying of pipeline in Kanod, 
Fatehnagar-Sanwar and Udaipur city of Udaipur district. Rs.35 crore

4 To facilitate the supply of drinking water under the 
Bisalpur Project in the area between Diggi Malpura Road 
and Tonk Road, and Sitapura Industrial Area of   Jaipur 
city.

Rs.115 crore

5 For permanent infrastructure of drinking water supply to 
Harmada and Badharna on Sikar Road, from from 
transmission system of Prithviraj Nagar in Jaipur city Rs.41 crore

6 Works of OHSR and pipeline etc. in Shahpura and 
Viratnagar, District Jaipur Rs. 38 crore

7 Work related to augmentation of drinking water project 
in Sikar, Losal and Neemkathana areas Rs.17 crore

8 Regarding restructuring work of Galiyakot and Chitri-
Badgi water Project of District Dungarpur Rs.33 crore

9 Work related to resolution of drinking water problem in 
Bhinmal in district Jalore Rs.50 crore



173. Under Chambal-Bhilwara Drinking Water Project, announcement 

was made for preparation of DPR for providing drinking water to 

Bhim and Deogarh tehsils of Ramsamand. In the year 2021-22, 

works of this project worth Rs.1,032 crore will be started and will be 

completed in the next three years. With this, 141 villages and 633 

dhanis of Bhim panchayat samiti and 134 villages and 194 dhanis of 

Devgarh panchayat samiti, besides the people of Devgarh town, will 

be benefited from drinking water facility.

174. In our last tenure, Chambal-Bhilwara Drinking Water Project, Phase-

II was approved to provide drinking water in Bhilwara district. This 

project could not be completed because the previous government did 

not provide adequate resources for it. Now, this project will be 

completed at an additional cost of Rs.948 crore.

175. In the year 2020-21, I had announced for preparation of DPR to 

provide drinking water to 192 villages and 99 dhanis of Panchayat 

Samiti Kekri, Sarwar and Savar from Bisalpur Drinking Water Project. 

In the coming financial year, work on this project worth Rs.725 crore 

is being started.

176. In Pokaran-Falsund-Balotra-Siwana Mega Drinking Water Project, to 

meet the requirement of year 2038, water is to be taken from Indira 

Gandhi Main Canal in place of Pokaran Lift. An additional Rs.580 

crore will be spent in the project. This will benefit 386 villages of 

Balotra, Siwana town and Barmer.
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S.No. Drinking Water Project Cost

10 Work related to drinking water in rural areas of 
Vallabhnagar, Bhinder, Kurabad in Udaipur district Rs.65 crore

11 Panchayat Samiti of Rajsamand: Drinking water works in 
rural areas of Rajsamand and Railmgara Rs.30 crore

12 Renovation and improvement of water distribution 
system in rural areas of Sahada Bhilwara – Sahada, 
Koshithal and Potla Rs.4 crore
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177. It was announced to prepare DPR for Nokha-Bikaner Drinking Water 

Project in the year 2020-21. In the coming financial year, work of 

Rs.750 crore on this project will be started. This will benefit the 

people of 137 villages of Nokha and Bikaner panchayat samiti and 9 

villages of Kolayat region.

178. Isarda Dam Project is an important source for the supply of drinking 

water in Dausa and Sawai Madhopur districts. As the second phase 

of this project, for providing surface drinking water on 7 towns and 

1,394 villages of Chaksu, Bassi, Kotputli, Chomu, Jamwaramgarh, 

Viratnagar, Shahpura tehsils of Jaipur district and 4 towns and 1,061 

villages of Umren, Raini, Bansur, Thanagaji, Rajgarh, Kathumar and 

Laxmangarh blocks of Alwar district, DPR will be prepared at a cost 

of Rs.12 crore.

179. Kumbharam Lift Project will provide pure drinking water to the 

remaining 864 villages and 13 towns of Dhod, Sikar, Khandela, 

Dantaramgarh, Sawai Madhopur and Neemkathana tehsils of Sikar 

district and to 269 villages and 5 towns of Chidawa and Nawalgarh 

tehsils of Jhunjhunu district. The estimated cost of this project will be 

Rs.7,700 crore and project work will commence in the coming 

financial year.

180. Rajiv Gandhi Lift Canal Phase-III based drinking water project of 

Rs.1,458 crore was announced in the year 2020-21. Funding has 

been arranged from JICA for its implementation. Work on this will 

commence in the coming financial year. 

181. To provide drinking water facility in Udaipurwati and Surajgarh 

townships, and 921 villages and 573 dhanis in Jhunjhunu district, 

work will commence in the coming financial year under the project 

funded by JICA.

182. A large number of proposals regarding paucity of drinking water 

have been received through honourable members. For providing 

relief to common people, I announce need-based installation of 40 

hand pumps and 10 tube-wells in each assembly constituency. Also, 
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AEn offices will be opened in Didwana-Nagaur, Narayanpur-Alwar, 

Kaman-Bharatpur and Phagalia-Barmer, and ExEn office in 

Kuchaman City-Nagaur.

183. An estimated Rs.76 crore will be spent to provide drinking water in 10 

residential projects of Jodhpur city: Rajiv Gandhi Nagar, Ramraj 

Nagar, Dhegdi-Chokha, RK Puram-Chokha, Sundar Singh Bhandari 

Nagar, Mandalnath Housing, Lohri Panditji, Vijayaraje Scindia 

Nagar, Mogra Employees Colony, Mogra Transport Scheme.

184. We are committed to implementing East Rajasthan Canal Project 

(ERCP), the Rs.37,000 crore lifeline of 13 districts of East Rajasthan. 

ERCP was planned as a permanent solution to drinking water 

problem in Jhalawar, Baran, Kota, Bundi, Sawai Madhopur, Karauli, 

Dholpur, Bharatpur, Dausa, Alwar, Jaipur, Ajmer and Tonk districts, 

and it is the second largest project in the state after Barmer Refinery.

 I would like to remind members of the Opposition that Prime Minister 

Shri Narendra Modi Ji had promised in his public meetings at Jaipur 

on 7 July 2018 and in Ajmer on 6 October 2018 to declare ERCP as a 

national project, but has not done so yet. During the NITI Aayog 

meeting on 20 February, 2021, I had again reminded and requested 

the Hon'ble Prime Minister to fulfill his promise. I had also told that 

16 other similar projects had been declared national projects. These 

projects are located in the states of Assam, Andhra Pradesh, 

Arunachal Pradesh, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, etc. Therefore, not 

declaring Rajasthan's ERCP as a national project is beyond 

comprehension and amounts to discrimination with the state. 

Although the Centre has not provided financial resources for this 

project despite our repeated requests, we will continue to work for 

ERCP with our own resources. Under the project, Rs.167 crore have 

been spent on the ongoing construction of Navnera barrage on the 

Kalisindh river, and in the second phase, work on Navnera-Galwa-

Bisalpur-Isarda link will be started. Apart from this, work on Kalitir 

Lift Project will also be started in Dholpur at a cost of Rs 60 crore. For 

these, I propose a total provision of Rs.320 crore.
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185. We are also trying earnestly to get National Project status for the 

ambitious Parvan Mega Irrigation Project in Baran-Jhalawar-Kota 

districts. In this regard, along with the ERCP, a cabinet proposal has 

been passed for this project and request has been extended to the 

Central Government. Along with construction works of dam and 

tunnel in the project, work is in progress to develop command area in 

an area of   about 2 lakh hectares using pressurised pipe technology. 

So far, about Rs.3,300 crore have been spent on the Project. I 

propose a provision of Rs.885 crore for the coming financial year.

186. Under Rajasthan Water Sector Livelihood Improvement Project 

(RWSLIP), farmers are also being given additional incentives for 

promoting (adoption of) drip and sprinkler irrigation techniques. In 

the coming financial year, Rs.465 crore will be spent on this project, 

benefiting about 5 lakh tenant farmers in 2 lakh 62 hectare irrigated 

area in 21 districts.

187. For Desert Region, in the Rajasthan Water Sector Restructuring 

Project for Desert Area - RWSRPD, renovation work of 49 km long 

Indira Gandhi feeder canal and main canal, distributers and minor 

canals will be taken up at an estimated cost of about Rs.378 crore.

188. Rs.250 crore will be spent in the coming financial year on relining 

works of Rajasthan Feeder and Sirhind Feeder.

189. 37 works worth Rs.124.71 crore will be done on various reservoirs in 

14 districts of the state – Jaipur, Sawai Madhopur, Dholpur, Dausa, 

Sikar, Tonk, Bharatpur, Ajmer, Dungarpur, Pratapgarh, Chittorgarh, 

Jhalawar, Baran and Bundi – under the Repair-Renovation-

Restoration (RRR) Project. With this 7,380 hectare irrigated area will 

be revived and about 2 lakh farmers will be benefited.

190. Our government is committed to the comprehensive renovation and 

modernisation of dams. In the budget for the year 2020-21, I had 

announced the commencement of renovation work of 18 dams 

under the Dam Rehabilitation and Improvement Project (DRIP). 

In the coming financial year, restoration work will be done at 18 more 
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dams at a cost of Rs.70.54 crore at Jaggar (Hindaun)-Karauli, 

Baretha-Bayana-Bharatpur, Mora Sagar (Bamanwas)-Sawai 

Madhopur, Siliberi (Umren)-Alwar, Saithal Sagar-Dausa, 

Nandasamand (Nathdwara)-Rajsamand, Wagan (Dungla), Badi 

Mansarovar (Nimbahera)-Chittorgarh, Bhanvarsemla (Peepalkunt)-

Pratapgad, Surwania-Banswara, Govta (Mandalgarh) and Meja 

(Mandal)-Bhilwara, Chinar (Abu Road), Kadambari and Kair 

(Pindwara)-Sirohi, Bankali (Ahor)-Jalore, Sadari (Desuri)-Pali and 

Bhimalat (Hindauli)-Bundi. 

191. In the year 2016, Central Government had sanctioned Rs.1,658.81 

crore for setting up of pressure irrigation system in the lift schemes of 

Indira Gandhi Canal Project-Phase II, but Central Government did 

not transfer its full share of this amount and later this plan was 

discontinued. Now in view of the benefit to the farmers of Churu, 

Hanumangarh, Bikaner and Jodhpur districts, a provision of Rs.100 

crore is proposed in the next year for the works of 3 lift schemes viz. 

Chaudhary Kumbharam Lift, Pannalal Barupal Lift and Karni Singh 

Lift.

192. To revive the Bhadravati river of Karauli district, works worth Rs.30 

crore will be done in the coming financial year.

193. Keeping in view residents’ demand, the bridge on the Kalisindh river 

on Dhulet Khanpur road in Sangod area of Kota district will be 

converted into an Anicut. This will enable additional water storage of 

180 lakh cubic feet.

194. Dhaudha of Khajuwala-Bikaner, Bhuttowali distributory and 

Birsalpur branch will be renovated at a cost of Rs.135 crore.

ENERGY:

195. Honourable Speaker, Energy Policy, 2021-2050 will be released with 

the objective of adequate energy availability for comprehensive 

development of the energy sector in the state for (next) 30 years.

196. To promote production of non-conventional energy, our government 
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had released Solar Energy Policy in the year 2011 and Wind Energy 

Policy in the year 2012. As a result, today Rajasthan’s installed 

capacity for solar energy is 5002 MW, which is second highest in the 

country. The installed capacity of wind energy in the state has also 

reached to 4337 MW.

197. In order to develop solar and wind energy transmission systems, the 

Rajasthan Rajya Vidhuyat Vitran Nigam has proposed to develop a 

green corridor of 6.3 GW transmission capacity, which will lead to 

commencement of new renewable energy projects in the state’s 

Pokaran, Ramgarh-Jaisalmer, Barmer, Jalore and Jodhpur districts. 

198. During the last two years, thermal projects of 660 MW in Chhabra 

and 660 MW in Suratgarh have been completed and commercial 

production has started. You will be glad to know that one more unit 

(Unit-8) of Suratgarh Critical Thermal Project will start commercial 

production of 660 MW by the month of June. 

199. To ensure uninterrupted power supply and strengthening of power 

system in the state – 

¾ 33 KV GSS will be built at Bagawas Ahiran (Viratnagar)-Jaipur 

and Begun, Gangrar-Chittorgarh. Also, 33 KV GSS at Mankasar 

Dungargarh (Khajuwala)-Bikaner will be expanded.

¾ Assistant Engineer (Electrical) offices will be opened at 

Narayanpur-Alwar, Mandrayal-Karauli, Faglia (Chauhtan)-

Barmer, Malarna Dungar-Sawai Madhopur and Sikri-Bharatpur.

FOREST AND ENVIRONMENT:

200. To provide Community Forest Rights leases in tribal areas, in coming 

financial year, campaigns will be organised from April to July and 

leases will be distributed on 9th August on the occasion of World 

Tribal Day. To ensure earnestness of the work, a Task Force will be set 

up and presided over by Commissioner, TAD.

201. Keoladeo National Park, Bharatpur is famous as a bird sanctuary in 

the world. It is a UNESCO Heritage and a Ramsar recognised site. 
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Given its importance, it will be developed as Wetland Birds Habitat 

Conservation Centre. Also, to conserve bio-diversity and to maintain 

adequate availability of water in the reservoirs for birds, DPR will be 

prepared for Rs.570 crore project to connect and bring water from 

Chambal river.

202. Wildlife Management Training Centre will be set up at Tal Chhapar 

Sanctuary, Churu.

203. Development work will be done in Khandar-Sawai Madhopur section 

of Chambal Gharial Sanctuary for tourism development.

204. Located at 8 miles in Jodhpur, on the land of Forest Department, I 

announce the establishment of Padma Shri Kailash Sankhala Smriti 

Van with facilities such as walking track, yoga park, herbal garden, 

etc. This will be built on the lines of Karpoor Chand Kulish Smriti Van, 

Jaipur, at a cost of Rs.20 crore.

205. Rajasthan is famous for diversity and quality of medicinal plants. To 

promote this, Ghar-Ghar Aushadhi Yojana will be started, under 

which nurseries of medicinal plants will be developed and plants like 

Tulsi, Giloy, Ashwagandha, etc. will be made available from these 

nurseries.

206. In cities where there is no sewerage facility, Faecal Sludge Treatment 

Plants (FSTP) will be set up in two years. In the first phase, in next 

year, FSTPs will be installed in 50 cities in 24 districts, at an 

expenditure of Rs.200 crore. These cities are – 

S.No. District    City

1. Ajmer Kekri, Bijayanagar

2. Alwar Behror, Khairthal, Thanagaji

3. Baran Chhabra, Anta

4. Bikaner Dungargarh

5. Bharatpur Bayana, Roopbas

6. Bhilwara Gulabpura, Mandalgarh, Aasind

7. Bundi Lakheri

8. Chittorgarh Rawatbhata
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207. We are working to provide basic amenities to the residents of 

Prithviraj Nagar-Jaipur. DPR of sewerage management system will be 

completed by Jaipur Development Authority and development work 

worth Rs.200 crore will commence in the coming financial year. 

208. Disposal of liquid and solid waste of hospitals is critical for 

environment. In this direction, Sewerage Treatment Plants will be set 

up at a cost of Rs.25 crore in major hospitals of the state – RUHS, 

SMS Hospital, Zanana Hospital, Mahila Chikitsalaya-Jaipur; 

Mahatma Gandhi Hospital- Jodhpur; PBM Hospital-Bikaner and 

hospital affiliated to Medical College-Kota.

TOURISM, ART AND CULTURE:

209. Honourable Speaker, Last year I had announced the formation of 

‘Paryatan Vikas Kosh’ for development and expansion of tourism 

facilities in Rajasthan. The tourism sector has been badly affected 

due to the Corona pandemic. To give boost to tourism activities, I 

S.No. District City

9. Churu Rajgarh, Rajaldesar, Taranagar, Bidasar

10. Dholpur Rajakheda

11. Dungarpur Sagwara

12. Hanumangarh Nohar, Sangaria, Rawatsar

13. Shriganganagar Anoopgarh, Kesarisinghpura

14.. Jaipur Kotputli, Kishangarh-Rainwal, Chaksu

15. Jalore Bhinmal, Sanchore

16. Jodhpur Pipar City, Bilada

17. Jhunjhunu Udaipurwati, Pilani, Bagad, Vidya Vihar (Pilani)

18. Kota Ramganj Mandi

19. Nagaur Degana, Merta City, Parbatsar

20. Pali Sojat, Saadari, Rani

21. Sirohi Shivganj

22. Sikar Losal, Srimadhopur

23. Tonk Tonk, Niwai

24. Udaipur Salumbar
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now announce a provision of Rs.500 crore in the Tourism 

Development Fund in the coming financial year. Of this, Rs.200 crore 

will be spent for branding the state as tourist destination, and Rs.300 

crore will be spent for basic infrastructure and investment, etc.

210. Shekhawati Tourism Circuit will be developed, that will include 

Lohargal, Shakambhari Mata Temple, Harshnath Hill, Jeenmata 

Temple, Nawalgarh, Dundlod, Mandawa, Laxmangarh, Fatehpur, 

Ramgarh Shekhawati, Mahansar, Alsisar, Malsisar and Khetri. Also, 

Tourist Information Centre, Sikar will be developed as a Tourist 

Reception Centre.

211. Ranakpur area, Sonana Khetaliyaji Temple, Jawai area and Bali 

Durg in Pali; Sundha Mata and Durg Jalore in Jalore; Aasotra in 

Barmer; Arbuda Dham, Adhar Devi, Achalgarh, Markundeshwar 

Dham, Ambeshwar Ji and Bherutarak Dham, etc. in Sirohi will be 

developed as a Godwad Tourism Circuit.

212. RTDC operated Midways have been quite popular amongst 

travellers. Of these, 7 important Midway units –Bar-Pali, Behror-

Alwar, Ratangarh-Churu, Pokaran-Jaisalmer, Phalodi- Jodhpur, 

Devgarh-Rajsamand and Shahpura-Jaipur – will be renovated at a 

cost of Rs.10 crore and will be effectively run and managed.

213. To promote ‘Sarvdharm Sambhaav’ in the state, following religious 

tourist circuits will be developed at the cost of Rs.100 crore – 

prominent Hindu pilgrimage sites such as Charbhuja, Nathdwara-

Rajsamand, Gautam Rishi Mandir-Sirohi, Pushkar-Ajmer, Kolayat-

Bikaner, Khatushyamji-Sikar, Mehandipur Balaji-Dausa, Diggi 

Kalyanji-Tonk, major Jain pilgrimage centres such as Tijara-Alwar, 

Srimahavirji-Karauli, Chamatkarji-Sawai Madhopur, Bada-

padampura, Sanganer-Jaipur, Delwara, Achalgarh, Mount Abu-

Sirohi, Ranakpur-Pali and Chandkhedi-Khanpur-Jhalawar; major 

Sikh pilgrimage sites such as Budda Johar-Sriganganagar, Naraina, 

Khalsa Heritage Complex-Jaipur, Pushkar-Ajmer, Gurdwara Shri 

Kalgidhar-Bagore Sahib and Mandal-Bhilwara and major Muslim 
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pilgrimage sites such as Sarwar Dargah-Ajmer, Dargah Tanha Pir 

Mandor Jodhpur, Dargah Kapasan-Chittorgarh, Hamiduddin 

Dargah-Nagaur, Mittheshah Dargah-Jhalawar, Dargah of Narhad-

Jhunjhunu, Hakim Saheb's Dargah-Sikar, Dargah Mir Kurban Ali, 

Dargah Chardarwaja and Dargah Sambhar-Jaipur.

214. For the convenience and attraction of tourists in Udaipur, Rs.19 crore 

will be spent on renovation and beautification works of sites – Nehru 

Park, Rani-Road and Myra’s Cave (Maharana Pratap Arsenal), 

Gogunda – located on Fatehsagar.

215. For the convenience of tourists visiting the Mehrangarh Fort in 

Jodhpur, Rs.10 crore will be spent for the construction of the road 

from Balsamand Ghoda Valley to Mehrangarh Fort. Also, 

conservation work of Machia fort and development of martyr 

memorial will be undertaken at a cost of Rs.2 crore.

216. For the attraction and entertainment of tourists, a multipurpose 

scheme will be prepared for Tourist Complexes over 90 hectares at 

Hokra in Pushkar-Ajmer and over 150 hectares at Surajkund.

217. To promote tourism, I announce setting up of Dhola Maru Tourist 

Complex in Jaisalmer, a favourite destination for domestic and 

foreign tourists. This complex will be built on 3500 bighas land on 

Moolsagar and Amar Sagar Sum Road. In this, resorts, motels, farm 

houses, etc. will be established as tourist attractions and 

entertainment. Rs.10 crore will be spent in the next financial year for 

the preparation of its DPR. Rajasthan Folk Art Training Institute will 

also be set up in this complex.

218. Various development works will be carried out at religious tourist sites 

of Laxmangarh-Sikar, Sri Sangalpati Ashram, Kumas Jagir, Gulabjati 

Ashram-Gadoda, Sri Gosain Mandir-Kateva, Govind Nathji Ashram-

Dudwa and Bhakta Shiromani Karmabai Mandir-Ghassu ka Bas.

219. Development works of tourist centres will be undertaken at 

Panchotakund (Nawan)-Nagaur, historical site Ghat ki Guni-Jaipur, 

Sarveshwar Temple Site-Banswara, Raja Mordhwaj Nagari Garhmor 
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(Todabhim)-Karauli, Jogania Mata (Begun)-Chittorgarh, Bijwamata 

Temple Modpur (Aaspur)-Dungarpur, Baleshwar (Neemkathana)-

Sikar, etc.

220. Viability Gap Funding Scheme will be introduced to promote Day 

Tourism, Rural Tourism, Tribal Tourism and Adventure Tourism in the 

state. Under this, small tourist places like Kheenchan, Khejadli, 

Osian-Jodhpur, Bhangarh-Alwar, Sambhar, Samod-Jaipur and other 

places will be developed and will be connected to main tourist 

centres by operating luxury tourist vehicles.

221. For providing assistance to needy artists of the state, providing state 

protection and for their welfare and support, a provision of Rs.15 

crore will be made in the Kalakar Kalyan Kosh.

222. Film Paryatan Protsahan Niti will be implemented with the aim of 

promoting Rajasthan as Film Destination and promoting Rajasthani 

films. This will also give a boost to Rajasthani language. Under this 

policy – 

¾ Up to Rs.25 lakh Incentive support will be given for the 

production of Rajasthani films.

¾ 100% rebate will be given in SGST for Rajasthani films.

¾ Viability Gap Funding will be granted for the production of Film 

City in Rajasthan.

¾ Single window clearance system will be adopted for all approvals.

223. Rajasthan Utsav will be organised on 30th of March, on Rajasthan 

(Foundation) Day, in all districts of the state in order to provide an 

opportunity for artists from all over the state to display their talent.

224. Nehru Youth Cultural Exposure Program will be taken up to expose 

state’s 10,000 talented youth, artists and adventure sports-persons  

to the culture of other states.

LAW & ORDER:

 Honourable Members are well aware that even many years after 
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independence, how difficult it was to register an FIR in police 

stations. Earlier, people used to run from pillar to post and yet were 

unable to get an FIR registered. Our government took this up 

seriously and, in the year 2019 ensured that hassle-free FIR was 

lodged in police stations. Earlier the common belief was that more 

FIRs meant higher crime rate. Although making filing of FIR 

mandatory increases the number, but this gets justice to victims, as is 

observed in the annual report of National Crime Records Bureau.

 I would also urge the honourable members to look beyond the cob-

web of data, avoid unnecessary criticism and appreciate this step.

 We have constituted Special Investigation Unit for Crime Against 

Women in every police district and have posted women officers in 

these for rapid investigation of crimes against women. In addition, 

Heinous Crime Monitoring Unit has been established at all 

divisional headquarters to supervise heinous crimes and to punish 

the culprits. In order to provide positive atmosphere to the victims 

coming to the police stations, reception halls have been constructed 

in 341 police stations of the state. Soon, these will be completed in 

other police stations as well.

 All these steps spell out the sensitivity of our government. We are 

taking effective measures to facilitate speedy justice, control crime 

and curb corruption in the state and to make the police force more 

modern and effective; these are as follows – 

225. For speedy disposal of pending serious criminal cases, investigation 

facilities will be expanded by taking services of experts and facilities 

like DNA Finger Printing Medical Colleges.

226. Inter-operable Criminal Justice System (ICJS) will be effectively 

implemented in the state for prevention of heinous crimes, 

identification of habitual criminals and keeping criminal records.

227. In the coming financial year, office of Additional Superintendent of 

Police will be opened at Kuchaman-Nagaur and Bamanwas-Sawai 

Madhopur; office of Deputy Superintendent of Police will be opened 
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in Bansur-Alwar, Taranagar-Churu, Lohawat-Jodhpur, Nadbai-

Bharatpur and Aaspur-Dungarpur; and Office of Assistant Police 

Commissioner will be opened at Bagru-Jaipur.

228. New police stations will be opened in Maujamabad (Dudu), Renwal 

Manjhi-Jaipur, Nohar-Hanumangarh, Chaurasi, Obari-Dungarpur, 

Kalyanpur (Kherwada)-Udaipur and Refinery Pachpadra-Barmer. 

Also, Police Checkposts will be upgraded to Police Stations in Bar 

(Bhim-Deogarh)-Rajasamand and Bhabru (Viratnagar)-Jaipur; and 

Police Stations in Malakheda-Alwar Rural, Sadas (Begun)-

Chittorgarh and Gandhinagar (Kishangarh)-Ajmer will be upgraded 

to CI Level police stations. In addition, 25 new police check-posts will 

be set up in the state.

229. SOG check-posts will be set up in Rajgarh-Churu and ATS check-

posts will be set up in Bikaner and Bharatpur for monitoring and 

taking necessary action on the activities of counterfeit currency, drug 

trafficking, terrorist activities, and illegal organisations in the state. 

In addition, three new police stations will be set up in Jaipur 

Commissionerate for the security of Jaipur Airport and also to control 

crime in SMS Hospital, Jaipur and on Jaipur-Ajmer Highway.

230. APCO Phase II Digital Radio Trunking System will be set up at a cost 

of Rs.50 crore to make the existing communication system of Jaipur 

and Jodhpur Police Commissionerates better and safer.

231. Rajasthan Police Housing Construction Corporation will be made 

more comprehensive and reorganised as Rajasthan Police 

Infrastructure Development Corporation.

232. To improve basic facilities in the state jails, renovation work and 

strengthening of inmates' barracks, kitchens and toilets etc., 

construction of 240 residential accommodations in 40 open 

detention camps, provision of ambulance and security equipment 

such as Non Linear Junction Detector (NLJD), etc. in 26 district 

prisons, and strengthening and modernisation of High Security 

Prison, Ajmer are proposed to be taken up. These will cost about 
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Rs.31.50 crore.

233. With reference to the policy of zero tolerance towards corruption, to 

investigate cases of bribery through suspicious telephone calls and 

SMS, Digital Voice Logger will be set up in ACB.

234. To facilitate easy and prompt justice to the general public, in the 

coming financial year – 

¾ Additional District and Session Courts will be opened in Weir-

Bharatpur, Dungargarh-Bikaner, Nainwa-Bundi, Sardarshahar-

Churu, Anupgarh-Sriganganagar, Neemkathana-Sikar, Jalore, 

Gangapurcity-Sawai Madhopur, Sirohi, Nasirabad-Ajmer, 

Kathumar-Alwar, Ladnun-Nagaur and Sadulshahar-

Sriganganagar. In addition, Camp Courts will be opened in 

Thanagaji-Alwar and Kuchaman City-Nagaur.

¾ Commercial Courts will be opened in Bikaner, Alwar, Bhilwara 

and Jodhpur. 

¾ Senior Civil Judge and Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate 

Courts will be opened in Gogunda-Udaipur, Balesar-Jodhpur, 

Pilibanga & Rawatsar – Hanumangarh, Dausa, Thanagaji and 

Mundavar-Alwar, Chhabra-Baran, Khajuwala-Bikaner and 

Hindauli-Bundi.

¾ Additional Civil Judge and Judicial Magistrate Courts will be 

opened in Srimadhopur-Sikar, Tonk, Churu, Jaisalmer, 

Jhunjhunu, Sojat, Sumerpur Pali and Niwai-Tonk.

¾ Civil Judge and Judicial Magistrate Courts will be opened in 

Gangapur-Bhilwara, Nokha-Bikaner, Sangaria-Hanumangarh 

and Laxmangarh-Sikar.

¾ Special Judicial Magistrate (NI Act case) courts will be opened 

in Pali, Rajsamand and Alwar.

GOOD GOVERNANCE:

 Honourable Speaker, our mission is to provide sensitive, transparent 

and accountable, good governance while serving the common 
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resident. We want to reach to the neediest person of the state first. 

Some of the goals of good governance seem impossible at times, but 

when we try with full sincerity, then impossible becomes possible. I 

recall these lines of Swami Vivekananda – 

 "There is only one way to know the limits of the possible, to 

transcend the impossible."  

235. With a view to ensure that the benefits of various welfare schemes of 

the government reach the needy beneficiaries and the target group 

in a seamless, easy and timely manner, I announce the formation of 

Social & Performance Audit Authority.

236. For expansion and strengthening of administrative units in the state – 

¾ It is proposed to open new sub-divisional offices of ADM at 

Neemkathana-Sikar at Nechhwa-Sikar, Narayanpur (Bansur)-

Alwar, Ratangarh-Churu, Lavan-Dausa.

¾ Tehsil Govindgarh-Alwar will be upgraded to the subdivision 

office. In addition, a mini secretariat will be constructed at Sirohi 

district headquarters.

¾ It is proposed to upgrade to Sub-Tehsils at Shri Mahavirji 

(Hindaun)-Karauli, Aau (Lohawat)-Jodhpur at Tapukara (Tijara), 

Naugawa (Ramgarh) - Alwar, Kalyanpur (Pachpadra)-Barmer, 

Nagarfort (Uniara)-Tonk, Mitrapura (Bamanwas)-Sawai 

Madhopur, Behrawanda (Sikrai), Baijupada, Senthal (Mahwa)-

Dausa, Bassi-Chittorgarh, Madhorajpura (Chaksu), Andhi-Jaipur 

and Gudhagaudji (Udaipurwati)- Jhunjhunu to Tehsils and to 

open a new tehsil in Jobner-Jaipur, Dovra-Aspur and Barmer 

(rural).

¾ New Sub-Tehsils will be opened at Fefana (Nohar)-

Hanumangarh, Anandpur Kalu (Jaitaran)-Pali, Kishangarh-

Ajmer, Bichoon (Dudu)-Jaipur, Gudha Katla (Bandikui), Papadda 

(Sikrai), Kundal-Dausa, Sahwa (Taranagar), Katar Chhoti - 

Churu, Bankoda (Aaspur), Obari (Sagwara)-Dungarpur, Koyla 
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(Anta)-Baran, Dudwa (Pachpadra)-Barmer, Reengus-Sikar, 

Javada (Begun)-Chittorgarh, Gandala (Behror)-Alwar, Chitawa-

Nagaur, Gudha Chandra (Todabhim)-Karauli, Raithal-Bundi and 

Deewer (Bhim-Devgarh)-Rajsamand.

237. Kotkasim-Alwar, Boravad-Nagaur, Dhariyavad-Pratapgarh, 

Govindgarh, Bardod-Alwar and Rishabhdev-Udaipur will be made 

Municipalities.

238. Authentication of eligibility through documents and physical 

verification is a major obstacle in taking various state schemes 

online. You will be glad to know that for all the schemes, physical 

verification and data-based online authentication (in place of 

documents) will be completed by Gandhi Jayanti, 2 October, 2021.

239. Bhamashah State Data Centre in Rajasthan is a leading, Tier-IV 

Standard data centre in the country. Through this, IT services will be 

made available to various departments and local bodies of the state 

and of other states, as well as to startups and the private sector. We 

believe that Rajasthan will be the first state in the country to receive 

revenue from data centre services.

240. In order to assist the ex-servicemen and at the same time, to leverage 

their experience for the development of the state, opportunities will 

be provided for entering government service by lateral entry, by 

making provisions in the service rules for various selected posts. 

About 5,000 ex-servicemen will be benefited from this.

241. During our last tenure, the campaigns, Prashasan Gaon Ke Sang and 

Prashasan Shahron Ke Sang were very successful and 5 lakh title 

deeds (Patta) were also distributed in the campaign for cities. 

Therefore, in the coming financial year, rules will be simplified and 

Prashasan Gaon Ke Sang and Prashasan Shahron Ke Sang 

campaigns will be rolled out from 1 May, 2021 and 2 October, 2021 

respectively.

242. For the welfare of the working and retired employees of the State 

Government, I announce the formation of Karmik Kalyan Kosh with 
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an amount of Rs.3,000 crore.

243. In view of situation arising due to Covid-19, I announce to accord 

assistance of Rs.10 crore to Bar Council of Rajasthan for resolving 

grievances and for welfare of lawyers in the state.

244. I announce the implementation of Rajasthan Government Health 

Scheme (RGHS) on the lines of CGHS to provide cash-less and 

quality medical facilities in accordance with medical facilities 

available under the Central Government Health Yojana (CGHS) to 

the honourable MLAs, former MLAs and employees and pensioners 

of State Government, semi-governmental local bodies, boards, 

corporations, etc.

245. In the Samuh Vyaktigat Durghatna Bima Yojana applicable to state 

employees, along with the option of currently payable amount of 

Rs.3 lakh, it is proposed to give an option of Rs.10 lakh, Rs.20 lakh 

and Rs.30 lakh to the state employees at an increased premium, 

based on their category.

246. We have received full support from the officers and employees of the 

state in dealing with the adverse economic conditions arising out of 

Covid-19 and they had contributed a part of their salary. Now, 

extending my gratitude to all personnel, I announce the release of 

their salary – deferred due to corona – worth Rs.1,600 crore.

247. I declare the formation of separate service rules for contractual 

workers working in different departments in the state to resolve their 

grievances and protect their interests. With this, the department-wise 

cadre of contractual workers will be formed.

248. A state-of-the-art auditorium will be built at a cost of Rs.25 crore to 

augment training facilities for capacity building of government 

employees, officers, civil society and public at large at the state's top 

training institute –HCM RIPA, Jaipur.

249. Due to complex approvals and payment procedures under schemes 

of various departments, the benefits payable to the public, public 

representatives and employees-officers are not received on time. 
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Therefore, putting an end to mandatory need of documents, this 

process will be simplified and made online with provision of deemed 

and auto approval.

250. The budgets presented by us in the previous tenure and during the 

last two years have created a feeling of hope among people as well 

as the public representatives. For this reason, through several 

honourable MLAs, I have received proposals for getting small but 

important works done in their areas: opening and upgrading 

institutions like Anganwadi centres, new subjects and faculty in 

schools and colleges, new GSS, new sub-health centres & primary 

health centres, veterinary centres, police check posts, etc. Although 

it is not possible for each such work to be proposed in the budget by 

name and location, I would like to assure here that appropriate 

provisions be made and due instructions will be given to concerned 

departments for such tasks.

251. Honourable Speaker, through this budget, we have made a strong 

effort to fulfill the aspirations, hopes and dreams of every region, 

every age, every section of the state. I assure the House that all the 

schemes that we have proposed in the budget will be implemented 

efficiently, in a timely manner so that we can take our state to the 

pinnacle of progress. I would also like to say to all the honourable 

members that, on this journey of progress, we all have to walk 

together, a long way ahead – 

 ”मेर ेह�सल� म� अभी जान बाक� है, 

 ये तो दौड़ भर थी अभी उड़ान बाक� है,

 मेरी सादगी से मेर ेबार ेम� अंदाजा मत लगाना,

 ये तो शु�आत भर थी, अंजाम अभी बाक� है।”

 “I am still alive in my spirits;

 This was just a run up, the take off is yet to come;

 Don’t let my simplicity underrate my calibre; 

 This was just the beginning, the best is yet to come”
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TAX PROVISIONS:

252. Hon'ble Speaker, with your permission, I present tax proposals before 

the House.

253. Many non-profit social institutions in the state are doing 

commendable job by taking care of the specially-abled, women, 

elderly, children, and families involved in begging or suffering from 

drug addiction, and other social works with spirit of humanity and 

respect of all religions.

 To encourage such institutions, I announce the implementation of 

Social Security Investment Promotion Scheme (SSIPS-2021) on the 

lines of Rajasthan Investment Promotion Scheme (RIPS). 

 In this Scheme, re-imbursement of SGST, exemption in Motor Vehicle 

Tax, Stamp Duty, Lease amount, Land Use Conversion Fee, 

Regulation Fee and Building Permit Fee, and Interest Subsidy will be 

given. There will also be a provision for customised packages for 

large projects. 

 Private individuals or institutions will get 100 per cent exemption in 

stamp duty and registration fee on donation of immovable property 

to these institutions.

254. I announce the establishment of Centre of Excellence for Revenue 

Research and Analysis in Jaipur city at a cost of Rs.50 crore. In this, 

analysis, fraud detection and policy making will be done for 

increasing revenue in the departments such as Commercial Taxes, 

Registration & Stamps, Excise, Transport, Mines, etc. 

 An office of the State Directorate of Revenue Intelligence (SDRI) will 

also be established in this building.

255. SDRI operates 'Mukhbir Protsahan Yojana' for reporting tax evasion. 

This will also be implemented in the departments such as 

Commercial Taxes, Registration & Stamps, Excise, Transport, Mines, 

etc. and the cash incentive amount will be increased from Rs.50 

thousand to a maximum of Rs.1 lakh.
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256. In revenue generating departments, important procedures such as 

refund of registration fee and stamp duty, permit of electricity fee, 

mineral gypsum permit, Tax Clearance Certificate and Permit of 

Transport Department, etc. will be simplified and made online.

REGISTRATION AND STAMP DEPARTMENT:

257. We will make the registration process simple and transparent for the 

convenience of the general public. For this, I announce the 

implementation of the Anywhere-Online Registration system in a 

phased manner. This will eliminate the mandatory need for people to 

go to the registration office. 

 Further, DLC rates will be determined through technology and will be 

made online with geo-tagging. 

 In addition, this technique will also be implemented for Urban 

Development Tax system using GIS.

258. To give impetus to real estate and other businesses affected by Covid-

19, I declare reduction in DLC rates by 10 per cent for residential 

and commercial plots.

 Additionally, DLC rates of land for resort, mining, mobile towers, 

hotels, restaurants, guest-houses, etc. will also be rationalised.

259. In order to provide relief to the urban middle class, stamp duty on 

flats costing up to Rs.50 lakh in multi-storeyed buildings will be 

reduced from 6 per cent to 4 per cent for the period up to June 30, 

2021.

260. The stamp duty under the Mukhyamantri Jan Awas Yojana for 

Affordable Housing is 1 per cent for EWS and 2 per cent for LIG. It 

will be reduced to 0.50 per cent and 1 per cent respectively. This 

benefit will also be available under the Pradhan Mantri Avas Yojana.

261. While granting relief to the public on stamp duty, I propose to levy 

stamp duty on leases issued by the state government, local bodies 

and state bodies at the allotment amount instead of the market value 

(DLC).
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262. Before taking lease deed (Patta) from local bodies, stamp duty on 

unregistered documents (intermediate) for such land executed after 

14th July 2014 is proposed to be charged at 40 per cent of the DLC 

instead of the market value (DLC) of the land.

263. In order to give a boost to real estate sector, period for adjustment of 

stamp duty paid on Agreements to Sale will be increased from 3 

years to 5 years.

264. Concession of stamp duty on renunciation of paternal property is 

available only to father-mother, brother-sister, son-daughter, 

grandson-granddaughter, paternal aunt-nephew, maternal uncle-

nephew, maternal uncle-niece, and husband-wife. This benefit is 

proposed to be extended to all joint-holders of undivided ancestral 

property and their heirs.

265. Stamp duty on gift deeds executed in favour of daughters is 1 per 

cent and maximum Rs.1 lakh, while the stamp duty for daughters-in-

law is 2.5 per cent. The same concession as available to daughters is 

proposed to be given to daughters-in-law. 

 At the same time, I declare the gift deed in favour of grandson and 

granddaughter, children of both son and daughter, completely free 

from stamp duty.

266. The maximum limit of stamp duty payable on security bond is 

proposed to be fixed at Rs.25 lakh. Also, a new Amnesty Scheme will 

be introduced from April 1, 2021 to settle the old cases of 

outstanding stamp duty on the loan documents.

267. To simplify the process of payment of stamp duty and make it similar 

to the eRegistration Scheme, and to increase the participation of 

stamp vendors, the commission on eStamp will be increased to the 

level of physical stamp papers.

268. To encourage investment in Public-Private Partnership projects in the 

state, the definition of Concession Agreement will be revised and 
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Central Government & its undertakings and local-bodies will also be 

brought within its ambit.

269. Stamp duty of 0.5% is payable on documents of conversion from 

firms, private limited companies, etc. to LLP (Limited Liability 

Partnership) under Rajasthan Stamp Act, 1998. The same stamp 

duty will also be levied on the documents of conversion from LLP to a 

private limited company.

270. During the period of Covid-19, interest and penalty on Land Tax 

payable on more than 10,000 square meters was exempted from 

May 1, 2020 to June 30, 2020. I propose to extend this concession 

till 30 June 2021.

INDUSTRIES DEPARTMENT:

271. In Rajasthan Investment Promotion Scheme-2014 (RIPS), an 

investment of Rs.1.16 lakh crore and employment generation of 

1.96 lakh was made by 4,900 units. Whereas in a short period of just 

one year, in RIPS-2019 gas generated investment of Rs.0.69 lakh 

crore by 2,789 units with an employment to 69,750 people. 

 This new RIPS-2019 is proving to be a boon for the investors of the 

state. We are making it more effective and comprehensive. Under 

this – 

(I) In RIPS-2019, “Additional benefits will be given under Dr. B. R.  

Ambedkar SC / ST Entrepreneur Incentive Special Package” – 

¾ Investment limit will be reduced by 50 per cent;

¾ The maximum grant will be increased from 150 per cent of 

EFCI (Eligible Fixed Capital Investment) to 200 per cent; 

¾ 5 per cent interest subsidy will be given for a maximum of 

Rs.25 lakh per year for 5 years or 15 per cent Capital 

Subsidy up to a maximum of Rs.2 crore; 

¾ And special Incubation Centres will run for SC / ST 

entrepreneurs. For this package, it is mandatory for SC / ST 

entrepreneurs to have 100 per cent capital investment in 
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Proprietorship Firm and minimum 51 per cent capital 

investment in Partnership Firm and Private Limited 

Company. 

(ii)  On investing in Most Backward, Backward and Tribal Areas, all 

investors will get benefits under RIPS-2019 similar to “Dr. B.R. 

Ambedkar SC / ST Entrepreneur Incentives Special Package”.

(iii)  Gems & Jewellery is a traditional industry of Rajasthan and 

there are plenty of employment possibilities in it. Therefore, to 

attract more investment in this field, I announce addition of 

'Gems & Jewellery Bourse' to the service sector of RIPS-2019. 

(iv)  Commendable work has been done in the Healthcare sector in 

the state during Covid-19. Also, in the current global scenario, 

along with investment in the Healthcare sector, there is a need 

and possibility of setting up of Active Pharmaceutical 

Ingredients (API) units. Therefore, to promote these sectors, 

healthcare sector and API will be added to Thrust Sectors of 

RIPS-2019. 

(v)  The minimum land stipulated under RIPS-2019 for Resorts and 

Amusement Park is 5 acres and 10 acres respectively. I declare 

to reduce it to 2 acres for resort and 2.5 acres for Amusement 

Park as per Building Bye-Laws.

(vi)  Solar and wind energy have a lot of potential in the state. I 

announce to increase the employment grant from 75 per cent 

to 90 per cent to equipment manufacturing units in these 

sectors under RIPS-2019. 

(vii)  In Clause 11.4 (ii) of RIPS-2019, along with Plant & Machinery 

and Equipment, Development of Infrastructure is also proposed 

to be given interest subsidy. 

(viii)  To encourage e-vehicles in the state – 

¾ By adding e-Charging and Swapping Stations to the Service 

Sector of RIPS-2019, the benefits of Thrust Sector will be 
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given. 

¾ The investment limit will be reduced from Rs.50 crore to 

Rs.25 crore, especially for e-vehicles manufacturing.

272. The Operative Period of Rajasthan Investment Promotion Yojana 

(RIPS) 2014 is only till 31 March 2021. Some units have not been 

able to start production during the scheme period. To benefit such 

units, I announce the extension of RIPS-2014 by two years till 31 

March 2023.

TRANSPORT DEPARTMENT:

273. To provide relief to vehicle owners, I propose to implement Transport 

Amnesty Scheme-2021. The period of this Scheme will be till 31 

March 2021. In this Scheme – 

(i)  Interest and penalty on outstanding tax on motor vehicles till 31 

January 2021 will be waived. 

(ii) In case of matters related to overloading received through e-

Ravanna till January 31, 2021, 75 per cent to about 95 per cent 

rebate will be given on Compounding Fee.

(iii) On deposit of outstanding arrears on destroyed vehicles, tax, 

interest and penalty post the destruction date, is proposed to be 

waived.

274. Under the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988, it is proposed to reduce the 

current amount of Compounding Fee for certain Traffic Offences, 

such as – 

¾ Overloading: Rs.20,000 to Rs.5,000 

¾ Refusal to be weighed: Rs.40,000 to Rs.10,000

 No exemption will be given in cases of seat belt violation and driving 

without helmet. 

 The benefit of reduction in Compounding Fee will also be received in 

relation to traffic offences committed in the past.

275. For Motor Vehicle Tax payable by stage carriage for other routes 
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there are three distance-based categories of daily operations (150 

km, 300 km and over 300 km). I propose giving relief to transporters 

by rationalising this and levying Progressive Motor Vehicle Tax by 

making 8 slabs of 50 km each, after the minimum 100 km.

276. For dumper class load vehicles, I propose to cap the Motor Vehicle 

Tax payable at Rs.1800 per tonne, or its part, at a maximum of Rs.35 

thousand per vehicle per year.

277. It is proposed to reduce Motor Vehicle Tax payable monthly for All 

Rajasthan Contract Permit-holder Buses with more than 32 seats, 

from Rs.775 per seat per month to Rs.700 (maximum Rs.40,000). 

 In a new initiative, I also propose to give 50 percent exemption in 

Motor Vehicle Tax for this category of buses on taking divisional area 

permits.

278. In the budgets for the years 2011-12 and 2013-14, I had given cent 

per cent exemption in special road tax to newly registered stage 

carriage buses on rural and other categories of routes. This made it 

possible to operate new buses in rural areas and safe transport 

facility was made available. On the same lines, on operating a new 

bus on these routes, I again declare 100 per cent exemption in Motor 

Vehicle Tax for 3 years.

279. I propose to give full exemption on Motor Vehicle Tax due for 15 days 

from the date of registration to obtain the permit for newly registered 

buses of stage carriage and contract carriage.

280. For a vehicle not in use, the minimum period for surrendering the 

Registration Certificate (RC), for vehicles other than stage carriage, 

is one calendar month. Making it practical, it will be changed to 30 

days. The maximum period for surrendering RC for vehicles of all 

classes will be made 90 days.

281. Tour operators have suffered losses due to non-operation of buses 

during Covid-19. Hence, I announce complete waiver of Monthly 

Motor Vehicle Tax for air-conditioned luxury buses operated by tour 
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operators accredited by Indian Association of Tour Operators (IATO) 

and Rajasthan Association of Tour Operators (RATO), for the period 

from July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021.

282. Road safety is a priority for the State Government. Overloading of 

vehicles results in loss of life as well as air pollution. For effective 

control over this, Portable Weighing Machine will be made available 

to the flying squads of the Transport Department.

283. To provide relief to the middle class affected by Covid-19, I announce 

a 50 per cent rebate on additional one-time tax payable on transfer 

of ownership of used vehicles by March 31, 2022 for two-wheelers 

and cars.

284. I had announced the introduction of the ‘Electric Vehicle Policy’ in 

the 2019-20 budget. The State Government is committed to 

encouraging operation of all types of e-vehicles. For this, by March 

31, 2022 –

(i) SGST will be reimbursed to buyers of these vehicles 

(ii)  e-Vehicles are exempted from Motor Vehicle Tax in the state. To 

encourage the purchase of these vehicles, I announce a 

category-based one-time grant – 

¾ Two Wheelers: Rs.5,000 to Rs.10,000 per vehicle, depending 

on battery capacity

¾ Three Wheelers: Rs.10,000 to Rs.20,000 per vehicle, 

depending on battery capacity

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND GEOLOGY:

285. Participation of private entrepreneurs will be ensured to accelerate 

discovery of minor minerals in the state. Towards this, Non-exclusive 

Prospecting Licenses (NEPL) are proposed to be given to 

entrepreneurs. The department will auction and issue mining leases 

based on the prospecting report made by the NEPL holder.

286. For private agricultural land, I propose to allocate mining lease and 

quarry license also to the registered consent holder of the khatedar.
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EXCISE DEPARTMENT:

287. To check illicit liquor and illegal liquor coming from neighbouring 

states, Excise Police Stations and Check Posts in border districts will 

be restructured and strengthened.

288. We had started ‘Navajivan Yojana’ in the year 2009 for families 

involved in the production of illicit liquor to disengage and 

rehabilitate them. The impact of this scheme has been quite 

encouraging. 

 Making it more comprehensive, a special action plan will be made 

for de-addiction, rehabilitation, education of their children, and to 

motivate them to engage in constructive work. For this, I announce 

the formation of ‘Navajivan Kosh’ of Rs.100 crore.

289. The State Government is committed to fulfilling the agreement with 

former MLA, Shri Gurusharan Chhabra on 8 September 2013 on the 

practical aspects related to demand for prohibition in the state. 

 In memory of late Chhabra Ji, Late Shri Gurusharan Chhabra Public 

Awareness Campaign will be launched for abstinence from alcohol 

covering moral, religious and health aspects. For this, a provision of 

Rs.5 crore will be made in the next financial year.

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING:

290. Our government has always guarded interest of the farmers. Towards 

this, wit respect of currently payable Mandi Fee, Farmers Welfare 

Fee and Aadhat for the period 1 March, 2021 to 31 March, 2022, I 

declare; 

i. Mandi fee on sugar, jaggery, timber and desi ghee will be 

reduced from 1.60 per cent to 1 per cent.

ii. Mandi fee on other agricultural commodities such as barley, 

urad, moong, etc. will be reduced from 1.60 per cent to 1 per 

cent, and on oilseeds, will be reduced from 1 per cent to 0.75 per 

cent.

iii. Farmer welfare fee on oilseeds, jaggery, sugar, timber, desi ghee 
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and other agricultural commodities such as barley, urad, moong, 

etc. will be reduced from 1 per cent to 0.50 per cent and on fruits 

and vegetables from 2 per cent to 1 per cent; and

iv. Aadhat on raw fruits and vegetables will be reduced from 6 per 

cent to 5 per cent and on oilseeds, jaggery, sugar, timber, desi 

ghee and other agricultural commodities, from 2.25 per cent to 

1.75 per cent.

COLONISATION DEPARTMENT:

291. Our government has always been sensitive towards farmers. All 

category of tenant farmers in Colonisation Area, on outstanding 

installments of agricultural land allotment in the period: 1 April 2021 

to 30 June 2021, I propose – 100% rebate on the interest amount on 

lump-sum payment of the outstanding installments due up to 30 

June 2021; and 10% rebate on the principal amount and 100% 

rebate on interest amount, on lump-sum payment of all due 

installments of allotment. 

COMMERCIAL TAX DEPARTMENT:

292. Assessees are facing problems due to the lapse of time limit for 

rectifying erroneous declaration forms and for submission of 

outstanding declaration forms. Hence, the time limit is proposed to 

be extended till 30 June 2021. 

 Additionally, I propose to give relief to contractors by extending the 

period of submission of VAT 40E return till 30 June, 2021.

293. At present, it is mandatory in the State to issue e-way bill for the 

transportation of goods worth Rs.50,000 or above. Keeping in mind 

the inconvenience caused to the small traders, I announce raising 

the limit for issuing e-way bill to Rs.1 lakh.

294. After the implementation of GST, assessees are facing difficulties on 

demands related to the repealed acts like Sales Tax, VAT, Entry Tax, 

Entertainment Tax and Luxury Tax, and on disputes with the 

Department and cases pending in Courts. 
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 You will be glad to know that in view of the adverse impact of Covid-

19 on industr y and businesses, a simple, comprehensive and 

integrated Amnesty Scheme-2021 will be implemented with 

immediate effect in which for the first time it is proposed to give 

exemption in basic tax also.

 For extending benefit to maximum assessees, the period for re-

opening ex-party orders of tax assessment and applying for 

rectification will be extended. There will be no monetary ceiling 

under this Scheme. In this, along with complete waiver of interest 

and penalty, there will be category-wise exemption due tax as well. 

Assessees opting-in early will get more benefits. This Scheme will be 

completely online and faceless, and will be effective till 30 

September 2021.

295. I realise that all sections have faced hardship due to Covid. Hence, 

no new tax is being levied in the abovementioned tax proposals, 

rather in this Corona period, relief of more than approx. Rs.910 

crore is being provided.

296. In addition to these tax proposals, amendments are also proposed in 

provisions of some Acts. The detailed objectives and purpose of 

these amendments are described in the Finance Bill.

297. Some notifications are being issued for various purposes including 

implementation of tax related proposals and announcements.

298. Now, I am presenting a brief description of the revised estimates for 

the year 2020-21, as follows –

1. Revenue Receipts 1 lakh 47 thousand 980 crore 19 lakh rupees 

2. Revenue Expenditure 1 lakh 89 thousand 701 crore 80 lakh rupees 

3. Revenue Deficit 41 Thousand 721 crore 61 lakh rupees 

4. Receipts in Capital Account 1 lakh 172 crore 39 lakh rupees 

5. Expenditure in Capital 
Account 58 thousand 360 crore 82 lakh rupees 

6. Excess in Capital Account 41 Thousand 811 crore 57 lakh rupees
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REVENUE DEFICIT:

300. In the context of Covid-19, given the decline in the economy of the 

entire country, revenue receipts are not expected to increase 

substantially in the coming financial year. Therefore, in view of time-

bound implementation of government’s activities and public welfare 

Schemes, a revenue loss of Rs.23 thousand, 750 crore, 4 lakh has 

been estimated in the budget estimates for the year 2021-22.

FISCAL DEFICIT:

301. According to the recommendation made by the Fifteenth Finance 

Commission, the net loan limit for the year 2021-22 has been set at 4 

per cent of the state gross domestic product (GSDP). Within this 

range, in the budget estimates for the year 2021-22, the fiscal deficit 

is estimated at Rs.47 thousand 652 crore 77 lakh, which is 3.98 per 

cent of the state gross domestic product (GSDP).

302. I would like to draw attention of the House to the reduction in the 

state’s share of the central taxes payable by the Central Government. 

For the year 2020-21, there was a deduction of Rs.14 thousand crore 

94 lakh by the Centre in the amount received by the state. Besides, a 

provision of Rs.40 thousand 106 crore 81 lakh has been made for 

the coming financial year as well, which is Rs. 6 thousand 779 crore 

36 lakh less than the initial estimate for the year 2020-21. To meet 

this shortfall, we have focused on use of additional loan limit allowed 

299. The brief description of the budget estimates for the year 2021-22 is 

as follows – 

1. Revenue Receipts 1 lakh 84 thousand 330 crore 13 lakh rupees

2. Revenue Expenditure 2 lakh 8 thousand 80 crore 17 lakh rupees 

3. Revenue Deficit 23 thousand 750 crore 4 lakh rupees 

4. Receipts in Capital Account 66 thousand 501 crore 90 lakh rupees

5.  Expenditure in Capital 
Account 42 thousand 667 crore 16 lakh rupees 

6. Surplus in Capital Account 23 thousand 834 crore 74 lakh rupees
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by the Central Government, besides good financial management.

303. We have prepared the budget with a far-sighted vision, keeping in 

mind the welfare of all sections of the state and planning for 

strengthening of infrastructure through sound financial 

management.

304. I am presenting Annual Financial Statement for the year 2021-22 on 

the floor of house. In addition, under section-5 of FRBM Act, 

Medium Term Fiscal Policy Statement presented with the Annual 

Budget and Fiscal Policy Strategy Statement is also being presented 

before the house.

305. The Annual Financial Statement for the year 2021-22 is being tabled 

and demands for grants are also being presented along with other 

budget papers.

306. I am confident that despite these adverse circumstances and 

challenges, working hand-in-hand, we will continue to take the state 

ahead on the path of prosperity and happiness.

 “�नगाह� म� मं�जल थी, �गर ेऔर �गरकर संभलते रहे,

 हवाओ ंने ब�त को�शश क�, मगर �चराग आं�धय� म� भी जलते रहे।“

 “With eyes on the goal, we fell but held on, 

 Mocking the storms, the lamps kept burning bright”

 On this note, with I commend the budget proposals for consideration 

and approval of the honourable House.
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MEDICAL & HEALTH

1. To strengthen the infrastructure of health services in the state, I 

announce that

¾ Sub-health centres will be set up in a phased manner at 784 

Gram Panchayat headquarters deprived of Allopathic medical 

institutes, including Bansadi Kala and Premsinghpura 

(Dantaramgarh)-Sikar.

¾ Sub health centres of the following will be upgraded to Primary 

health centres: Duhar, Chagan (Thanagaji), Beghota (Rajgarh), 

Chatrapura (Banusar)-Alwar, Sangatpura, Manniwali 

(Sadulshahar)-Sriganganagar, Ghatmika (Kaman)-Bharatpur, 

Singhana (Didwana)-Nagaur, Naino ki Dhani, Nandri 

(Mandore), Ghantiyali-Jodhpur, Govindpura (Khandela)-Sikar, 

Chauroo (Uniyara)-Tonk, Chanchodi (Sumerpur)-Pali and 

Mehrana (Bhadra)-Humangarh.

¾ Urban Primary Health Centre to be opened in Nathdwara-

Rajsamand.

¾ Primary health centres will be opened in Janunda, Javad (Marwar 

Junction)-Pali, Bari-Jodi (Viratnagar)-Jaipur, Fardaud (Jayal)-

Nagaur, Chaba (Shergarh)-Jodhpur, Tiganwa (Kotkasim)-Alwar, 

Khareri (Wair)-Bharatpur and Khudi Badi (Laxmangarh)-Sikar.

¾ Primary Health Centres of the following will be upgraded to 

Community health centres: Jajavar (Nainavan)-Bundi, Bhiad 

(Shiv), Chawa-Barmer, Jaluthar (Nagar), Cincini-Bharatpur, 

Ballara (Laxmangarh)-Sikar, Manpur (Sikrai), Abhaneri 

(Bandikui), Nangal Rajavatan-Dausa, Keru (Luni), Tena 

(Shergarh)-Jodhpur, 61F Block Shrikaranpur, Binjbayala Block 

Padampur-Sriganganagar, Jhizhiniali-Jaisalmer, Renwal Manjhi 

& Madhorajpura-Jaipur, Rewatra-Jalore & Badodia (Bagidaura)- 

Banswara. 

¾ A satellite hospital will be built in Kishanpol-Jaipur.

¾ Community health centres at these places will be upgraded to 
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sub-district hospitals: Lalsot-Dausa, Bassi, Jamwaramgarh and 

Phagi-Jaipur and Laxmangarh-Sikar. Sub district hospital of 

Salumber-Udaipur will be upgraded to District Hospital.

¾ Bed capacity at Community Health Centre, Manoharpur 

(Shahpura)-Jaipur and Arai (Kishangarh)-Ajmer will be increased 

from 50 to 75 and 30 to 50 respectively. 

¾ Bed capacity at District Hospital-Dholpur will be increased to 

100. 

¾ ICU will be developed in Bagadia Hospital (Sujangarh)-Churu.

¾ Nursing college will be established in Kumher-Bharatpur.

2. Another unit of Neuro Surgery will be opened at Mathuradas Mathur 

(MDM) Hospital in Jodhpur to increase the facility of Trauma Centre, 

and Ortho Spine Unit will be opened at Mahatma Gandhi Hospital.

EDUCATION:

3. Keeping in view the demand for agriculture faculty, it has been 

announced to open Faculty of Agriculture in 600 government 

schools. On the same lines, now honourable members have given 

memorandum for starting of Faculty of Science. Honouring their 

sentiments, it is proposed to start Faculty of Science in 200 English 

medium government schools of on priority.

4. Government Upper Primary School, Sewa ki Dhani (Shahpura)-

Jaipur will be upgraded to Secondary School.

HIGHER EDUCATION:

5. To promote higher education and to develop infrastructure facilities, 

Rs.100 crore will be spent in the coming financial year for 

strengthening and building construction in various colleges.

6. Towards enhancing the quality of higher education in the state and to 

provide employment-oriented education to youth, it is important to 

have a provision for opting other subjects along with the main course 

subject. For example, anyone pursuing architecture or a degree in 
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music must be acquainted with the knowledge of updated computer 

software in the related field. Likewise, youth working on artificial 

intelligence must possess knowledge of behavioural sciences. The 

provision of studying mixed subjects together is known as Credit 

Based System. It is proposed to introduce Credit based System in 

higher education in the state in a phased manner from the next year.

7. To maintain high academic quality in the state's autonomous 

Engineering Colleges, financial resources will be provided by making 

Bharatpur, Dhaulpur, Karauli, Jhalawar, Baran and Bhilwara 

Engineering Colleges as constituent colleges of Rajasthan Technical 

University, Kota; and Ajmer & Bikaner Engineering Colleges and 

Ajmer Mahila Engineering College as constituent colleges of 

Technical University, Bikaner. Engineering College situated in 

Banswara will be made constituent college of Govind Guru Tribal 

University; Banswara and Barmer Engineering College will be made 

constituent college of proposed MBM University, Jodhpur. Petroleum 

faculty will be opened at Barmer Engineering College.

8. Girls’ College will be opened in Didwana-Nagaur.

SPORTS:

9. Sports Stadiums are proposed to be built at Deeg and Kumher-

Bharatpur.

AGRICULTURE:

10. I announce to set up of Kissan e-Mandi to provide farmers with a fair 

price for their fruits and vegetables produce, to provide tatkaal 

mandi and to ensure direct supply to the consumers.

11. To provide organic registration facility to farmers, sub-centres of 

Rajasthan State Seed & Organic Certification Agency will be 

opened in Jodhpur, Udaipur, Ajmer, Bharatpur, Bikaner and Kota. 

Also, 75 per cent exemption in certification fee for organic farming is 

also proposed for independent farmers.

12. Agriculture Colleges will be established at Mandawa-Jhunjhunu, 
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Bhusavar (Weir)-Bharatpur, Chandgothi (Sadulpur)-Churu and 

Baytu-Barmer.

13. ‘Krishi Upaj Mandi’ will be established at Bamanwas-Sawai 

Madhopur, Rani-Alwar. Also, a fruit-vegetable mandi will be opened 

in Khandar-Sawai Madhopur.

LIVESTOCK:

14. Necessary infrastructure will be provided in 600 veterinary sub-

centres at a cost of Rs.3 crore.

15. Milk Producers’ Cooperative Union will be established in Jaisalmer 

district.

SOCIAL SECURITY:

16. To make homeless persons independent and self-reliant and to 

rehabilitate them, the ‘Beghar Utthaan evam Punarvaas Niti-2021’ 

will be announced.

17. To provide suitable opportunities for progress to the children and 

youth of Valmiki society, I announce creation of a Valmiki Fund of 

Rs.20 crore for providing education and employment-oriented 

training.

18. Eligibility limit for students for admission to Government Hostels and 

Residential Schools will be relaxed by increasing annual family 

income limit to Rs.8 lakh; and students whose parents are state 

government employees, getting salary up to level-11 will also be able 

to avail this facility.

MINORITY AFFAIRS:

19. It is proposed to grant scholarships to eligible candidates who are 

deprived of pre-matric, post-matric and Merit-cum-Means 

Scholarship Schemes being given to minority students of the state.

20. Additional teachers of minority third language (Sanskrit / Urdu / 

Sindhi / Gujarati / Punjabi) will be appointed in those government 

schools where more than 10 students in classes 6 to 8 are interested 
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to study minority language. 

21. Minority Girls’ Hostel in Nagar-Bharatpur and Minority Boys’ Hostel 

in Gadarrod (Shiv)–Barmer will be opened.

TRIBAL AREA DEPARTMENT:

22. To give direct benefit (through DBT) of scholarship, uniform, etc. to 

students in Government Schools in Sahariya region, it is proposed to 

increase the current payable amount 3-4 times to Rs.1,000 per year 

for classes 1 to 5 and to Rs.2500 per year for classes 6 to 12. 

23. Solar connections will be provided for solar energy based farming to 

farmers of tribal communities in TSP area without any contribution 

from them (all expenses being borne by the government) under 

Kusum Yojana.

24. To preserve the cultural heritage of Vagad, a Vagad Cultural Centre 

will be constructed at Sagwara-Dungarpur at a cost of Rs 5 crore.

INDUSTRY:

25. In order to promote Khadi and village industry, training will be 

imparted to 5500 katins and 300 weavers in the coming financial 

year and katins and weavers will be given a stipend of Rs.300 and 

Rs.500 per day respectively during the training period. Of these, 

Amber Charkha and Looms will be distributed to 500 katins and to 

300 weavers respectively. Ten thousand katins and weavers will be 

given interest free loan facility under Indira Gandhi Credit Card 

Yojana.

26. There exists a strong potential of manufacturing in the state itself 

electronic and other toys & sports goods currently being imported. 

Hence these will be included in Thrust Sectors of RIPS-2019.

27. Under RIPS-2019, to encourage investment in Plug and Play Office 

Complex, permitted investment will be reduced from 10 crores to 5 

crores.

28. Under RIPS-2019, currently, there is a provision only for Tourism and 

Start-up MSME units to apply at the District level. Now, this facility 
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will be extended to all MSME units of service sector.

29. To make ‘Rajasthan Minority Finance and Development 

Cooperative Corporation’ financially sound, Amnesty Scheme will 

be announced for loans prior to 2013-14, in which on one-time 

repayment, along with waiver of general interest and penalty 

interest, rebate will also be given on principal amount. Towards this, 

a one-time grant of Rs 20 crore will also be given to the Corporation. 

SC, ST, OBC, Minority Corporations will be also be strengthened.

30. Industrial areas will be established in Tunga (Bassi)-Jaipur, Jawal-

Sirohi and Khedli (Kathumar)-Alwar.

31. Considering the possibilities of industrialization, on the lines of 

Bhiwadi Industrial Area and the Marwar Industrial Area, a new 

industrial zone will be developed by RIICO near the Delhi-Mumbai 

Expressway at an appropriate location between Jaipur-Bassi-Dausa. 

It will also generate employment opportunities for local residents.

LABOUR & EMPLOYMENT:

32. Skill testing and Career Counseling Centres will be set up at every 

district headquarter in the state. With this, trained and skilled 

manpower will be available as per the requirement of the industries.

URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND LOCAL BODIES:

33. Open gyms will be set up in local parks: 1 in each municipality, 3 in 

every city council and 5 in every municipal corporation of the state. 

An expenditure of about Rs.15 crore is expected to be incurred on 

this.

34. Due to the Covid lockdown, economic & social activities were 

disrupted in the year 2020-21. Due to this, out of 5,000 dairy booths 

announced for the year 2020-21, only about 1,500 booths have 

been opened. We will complete the work in the coming financial year 

and take it further ahead. Allocation of 5 thousand dairy booths will 

be ensured in the coming financial year. 

35. Rs.50 crore will be spent on sewer lines and other works in the walled 
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city area of Jaipur.

36. River-front will be developed at Sangod-Kota at a cost of Rs.2 crore.

37. City Nature Park will be constructed in Fatehpur-Sikar.

DRINKING WATER / GROUND WATER:

38. DPR will be prepared for drinking water from Jhair at Bagidaura-

Banswara and Jeevakhuta Anicut at a cost of Rs.2 crore. Also, a new 

siphon will be constructed at Hardev Joshi Canal.

39. Announcement was made for preparation DPR to convert 14 barani 

villages of Bhadra, 14 barani villages of Nohar and 2 barani villages 

of Taranagar into canal area by irrigating them through Siddhmukh 

canal and Sahwa lift canal. Although enough Water Allowance has 

not been indicated to provide water from the canal for this region, in 

view of the problem faced in this region, it is proposed that a 

feasibility report will be prepared again.

40. A channel is proposed to be constructed at a cost of Rs.21 crore to 

prevent damage to crops due to excess rainfall in the submergence 

area of Surpura Dam-Jodhpur.

41. Feasibility report will be prepared for recharge of Jawai dam and for 

drinking water from Dewas III and IV to Udaipur city and from Mansi 

Vakal III and IV to Udaipur city and Sirohi district.

42. Office of A.En. and Office of Ex.En of Public Health Engineering 

Department will be opened at at Nechhawa (Laxmangarh)-Sikar and 

Kaman-Bharatpur respectively.

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT:

43. Construction work, repair and bitumen-topping of various roads will 

be undertaken in the state:

¾ Major repair work will be undertaken on 30 km road from Samad 

ka Paar, Goralia Phanta to Khadin (Shiva)-Barmer.

¾ Bypass will be built at Todabhim-Karauli at a cost of Rs.15 crore.
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¾ Strengthening and widening of 19 km road of State Highway No. 

2 (Dausa-Tunga-Chaksu to Nagaur) under Bassi-Jaipur area will 

be undertaken.

¾ Works will be undertaken for Bridge repair on Ratanpur to 

Makharera road in Khajuri (Bichhiwada) Dungarpur and road 

construction from Malmatha Kalki Mata to Kala Pana Gujarat 

border.

¾ Bitumen topping work on road from Bailwa Rana ji to Siddhon ka 

Than, from Bambor to Chamu (Shergarh)-Jodhpur will be 

undertaken.

¾ In the Kushalgarh area of   Banswara, works on the link road from 

Tadawadla to Unkala, Kalinjara to Valunda Vasuni border and 

from Munddi Hamirpura to Surajkund will be done for bitumen-

topping, construction of road and construction of link road 

Chanwala bridge.

¾ Strengthening, renovation and widening work will be undertaken 

on 50 km road Godu-Bajju-Kolayat-Mokhan Khalsa on State 

Highway-87A. 

¾ Construction of road will be undertaken from Manghi to Dudhli 

diversion (NH 21) via Bhavani, Bhavnikhurd, Saipur, Aandhi, 

Sriramnagar, Birasana, Gaveli, Navar, Makasudanpura, 

Chavandia Road.

44. It is proposed to start construction of Sone ka Gurja (Severpali) Bari-

Dholpur bridge on Chambal River. 

45. A large number of proposals for construction, repair and bitumen 

topping of roads are being received from the honourable MLAs. 

Orders are being issued to the Public Works Department for survey 

and preparation of estimate for these proposals.

ENERGY:

46. To strengthen the transmission network in Hanumangarh-

Ganganagar districts, a 400 KV grid substation will be set up at 
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Hanumangarh at a cost of Rs.329 crore.

47. A 33 KV GSS will be set up at Bhadkha-Hariyali-Barmer.

48. AEn (Electrical) Office will be opened in Pratapgarh (Thanagaji)-

Alwar, Rol (Jayal)-Nagaur, Harsauli-Alwar and Jamavaramgarh-

Jaipur.

TRANSPORT:

49. Sub-district transport offices will be opened in Khajuwala-Bikaner 

and Kaman-Bharatpur.

FOREST & ENVIRONMENT:

50. Environmental Management Cell (EMC) will be formulated under the 

Department of Local Self Government for effective implementation 

and monitoring of eco-conservation and for various related schemes.

51. To provide quick and hassle-free consent and authorisation for 

establishment and operation of industries, hotels, hospitals, mines, 

etc. in the state, 10 new regional offices of the Rajasthan State 

Pollution Board will be opened in Sirohi, Rajsamand, Jhunjhunu, 

Jaisalmer, Banswara, Jhalawar, Nagaur, Sawai Madhopur, 

Hanumangarh and Bundi districts. 

52. For protection and development of forests in the state, Rs.150 crore 

will be spent in the next 2 years for plantation and advance 

pedological works.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT & PANCHAYATI RAJ:

53. Unskilled labour families of MNREGA scheme, on the completion of 

every 50 days of employment, will be given assistance of Rs.50 for 

the next year for repair of their tools –pickaxe, shovel, tagari, etc. It 

will cost approx. Rs.30 crores.

TOURISM:

54. A provision of Rs.2 crore is proposed for development and 

beautification of Ramdevra-Jaisalmer.
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ART & CULTURE:

55. With an aim to encourage and preserve the art and craft of the state, 

training programs will be organized by expert artists at Jawahar Kala 

Kendra.

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY:

56. In competitive examination for recruitment, students of Bio-Tech and 

Public health backgrounds will be treated at par with UG and PG of 

any other subjects.

REVENUE:

57. Sub-tehsil offices will be opened in Bandanwada-Ajmer and Agolai 

(Balesar)-Jodhpur. Sub-tehsils of Tunga (Bassi)-Jaipur, Suhagpura, 

Dalot-Pratapgarh, Kurabad (Girwa), Nayagaon (Khairwada)-

Udhaipur, Sama-Jaisalmer and Nechwa (Laxmangarh)-Sikar will be 

upgraded to Tehsils.

58. Subdivision offices (SDO) will be opened in Sikri (Nagar)-Bharatpur 

and Bhinder-Udaipur.

59. An expenditure of Rs.50 lakh is proposed for development of 

Shaheed Smarak Dabla (Didwana)-Nagaur.

HOME:

60. New police checkposts will be opened at Tokar (Semari), Sagwara 

(Babalwara), Kherwada-Udaipur and Mothli Chauraha-Dungarpur. 

 A new police station will be opened in Jaisinghpura Khor-Jaipur and 

sadar police station in Sujangarh-Churu. In addition, the police 

checkpost at Deeg-Bharatpur will be upgraded to a police station.

LAW:

61. Additional District and Session Courts (ADJs) will be opened at Bassi-

Jaipur and Nawalgarh-Sikar.

62. The Civil Judge and Judicial Magistrate Court of Todaraisingh-Tonk 

will be upgraded to Senior Civil Judge and Additional Chief Judicial 

Magistrate Court (Sr.CJ & ACJM). In addition, Civil Judge and 
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Judicial Magistrate Court (CJJM) will be opened in Lohawat and Bap-

Jodhpur, Lakhanpur-Bharatpur and Bidasar-Churu.

63. More than 200 advocates will be appointed in the state as notary 

public in next year. In addition, a proposal will be sent to the Central 

Government for approval of 500 new posts of Notary Public.

INFORMATION AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

64. The currently payable Medi-claim Policy for the approved journalists 

of the State is being increased from Rs.3 lakh to Rs.5 lakh with 

inclusion in 'Universal Health Coverage'.

65. Currently, there is a provision of pension of Rs.10,000 per month for 

Senior Journalists. It is proposed to increase this amount to 

Rs.15,000 per month.
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MEDICAL & HEALTH:

1. While presenting the budget for the coming financial year on 

February 24, 2021, I had announced the implementation of 

“Universal Health Scheme” in the state, which is being welcomed 

across the state. Entitled as 'Chief Minister Chiranjeevi Yojana', it 

will be implemented on Labor Day, May 1, 2021 and all families in 

the state will be provided cash-less medical facility up to Rs.5 lakh 

per year. Under this scheme, in addition to the currently eligible 

(NFSA / SECC) beneficiaries, registration of the remaining families 

will start from 1 April, 2021.

2. To expand the medical facilities up to remote areas of the state, Tele-

consultation OPD services will be provided at the sub-health centres 

and primary health centres by involving local entrepreneurs.

3. 100 Mamta Express vehicles will be operated to provide maternity-

related health services at selected blocks in remote areas of 

Jaisalmer, Barmer, Jodhpur, Bikaner, Dholpur, Karauli, Sawai 

Madhopur, Jhalawar, Baran and Bharatpur.

4. To strengthen the infrastructure of health services in the state, I 

announce that – 

¾ Sub Health Centre will be opened in Eka (Sankra) Jaisalmer.

¾ These Sub-health centres will be upgraded to Primary Health 

Centres: Paota (Ahor)-Jalore, Samra-Hammirpura (Thanagaji)-

Alwar, Gohar Ka Tala, Bachdhau (Chauhtan)-Badmer, Garhmora 

(Nadauti), Nisura (Todabhim)-Karauli, Vana (Bhinder)-Udhaipur, 

Kherli (Rajakheda)-Dholpur, Kitasar (Sridungargarh)-Bikaner, 

Patan (Kushalgarh)-Banswara, Jatauli Rathwan (Sever)-

Bharatpur Asalpur and Bilonchi-Jaipur.

¾ Primary Health Centres will be opened in Balau Jati (Kalyanpur), 

Khoksar, Bodwa (Gida)-Barmer, Meena Seemla (Sikrai)-Dausa, 

Ghumansarkala (Pilani), Gothada (Khetri)- Jhunjhunun, 

Padasala (Bapini)-Jodhpur, Daulatpura, Raghunathgarh (Piprali) 
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- Sikar, Semalpur-Chittorgarh and Budhi Bawal (Kishangarh 

Bas)-Alwar.

¾ Primary Health Centers of Isroda (Tijara) -Alwar, Bhagwanpura 

(Mandal)-Bhilwara, Bhilura (Sagwara)-Dungarpur, Avar 

(Kumher)-Bharatpur and Islampur-Jhunjhununu will be upgraded 

into Community Health Centres. 

¾ Community Health Centres of Salavas-Jodhpur, Pokaran-

Jaisalmer, Makrana, Parbatsar-Nagaur, Bali-Pali, Bhiwadi, 

Behror-Alwar and Mangrol-Baran will be upgraded to Sub-district 

Hospitals.

¾ Government Hospital Nawalgarh-Jhunjhunu will be made a Sub-

district Hospital.

¾ Community Health Centre, Vallabhnagar-Udaipur will be 

upgraded to a Satellite Hospital.

¾ Government Satellite Hospital, Chaksu-Jaipur will be upgraded 

to Sub District Hospital.

¾ Government Yagyanarayan Hospital, Kishangarh-Ajmer will be 

upgraded to District Hospital.

¾ Trauma Centres will be set up in Community health centres of 

Chauhtan-Barmer and Anta-Bara.

¾ Bed capacity will be increased in Community Health Centre at 

Khandar-Sawai Madhopur from 50 to 75, at Chauth ka Barwada-

Sawai Madhopur, Aspur-Dungarpur from 30 to 50, at 

Dhaurimanna-Barmer, Navan-Nagaur and Taranagar-Churu 

from 50 to 75, in Mahuva-Dausa from 50 to 100.

5. Ayurveda Hospital, Nokha-Bikaner will be upgraded to 'A' Category 

Hospital.

EDUCATION & HIGHER EDUCATION:

6. In the coming financial year, Girls’ college will be established by 

upgrading the higher secondary level schools where the strength in 
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11th and 12th standards is more than 500 students.

7. Government Colleges will be opened in Hadan (Kolayat)-Bikaner, 

Khamnore (Nathdwara)-Rajsamand, Reni-Alwar, Baswa (Bandikui)-

Dausa, Nokhara (Gudhamalani)-Barmer and Rishabhdev 

(Khairwada)-Udaipur and Girls College will be opened in Nokha-

Bikaner. Also, building construction will be taken up at Government 

Women’s College, Magra Poonjala-Jodhpur.

8. Government Colleges in Jodhpur, Kolayat-Bikaner, Bilada-Jodhpur 

and Sapotra-Karauli will be upgraded from undergraduate (UG) to 

postgraduate (PG) level.

9. Various faculties and new subjects will be started in the colleges of 

the state, which are as follows:

¾ Faculty of Science in Government Womens’ College, Pokhran-

Jaisalmer;

¾ Faculty of Science and Agriculture in Government College, 

Sapotra-Karauli;

¾ Faculty of Science, Hindi Literature and Sociology in the Faculty 

of Arts at undergraduate level, and Geography and History at the 

postgraduate level in Government Postgraduate College, Balotra-

Barmer 

¾ Music and Home Science subjects at undergraduate level in 

Dungar College-Bikaner;

¾ Geography in Nathdwara P.G. College and English Literature in 

Women's College;

¾ Faculty of Science in Government College Bayana-Bharatpur;

¾ Faculty of Commerce in Government College, Bonli (Bamnawas)-

Sawai Madhopur and Dudu-Jaipur;

¾ Sociology, Political Science and Sanskrit in the Faculty of Arts in 

Government College, Bassi-Jaipur,

¾ Political Science, History and Punjabi as subjects at postgraduate 
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level in Government Girls College, Sadulshahar-Sriganganagar; 

and

¾ Commerce (Business Administration) subject at post-graduate 

level in Government College, Jaisalmer and Sociology as new 

subject will be started at post-graduation level in Women's 

College, Jaisalmer.

10. Hostel will be built in Government Girls’ School, Dhad-Sikar.

11. In Vallabhnagar-Udaipur, the Government School will be converted 

into English medium and hostel will be constructed. These will cost 

Rs.5 crore.

12. Hostels will be opened in Bhusawar-Bharatpur, Dungarpur, 

Bharatpur, Narayanpur (Bansur)-Alwar and Gangrar (Begun)-

Chittorgarh.

13. 34 Government Elementary Sanskrit Schools of the state are 

proposed to be upgraded to Government Secondary Schools, which 

are as follows:

S.No. Name of Government Elementary Sanskrit School District

1. Bijayanagar (Masuda) Ajmer

2. Kangalhatha (Umrain) Alwar

3. Bhopawas-Kesroli (Ramgarh)

4. Bhikhedi Kheda Mangalsingh (Laxmangarh)

5. Kishori (Thanagaji)

6. Rabdhani Dhani (Kishangarh Bass)

7. Falayatha (Anta) Baran

8. Ramnagar (Ramnagar)

9. Dehra (Deeg-Kumher) Bharatpur

10. Chikasana (Saver)

11. Saver (Saver)

12. Toda-Thekla, Jaga Basti, Lalsot (Lalsot) Dausa

13. Bagwas (Nangal Rajawatan)
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14. In those areas of state where Urdu language is popular, students will 

be provided the facility to study Urdu language in a systematic way. 

For this:

¾ ‘Urdu Teaching Cell’ will be established under the Directorate of 

Education at the state level.

¾ In areas where 20 students enrol for education in Urdu up to 

primary level, the post of Urdu teacher will be created in primary 

schools.

S.No. Name of Government Upper Primary Sanskrit School District

14. Dhaur(Basedi) Dhaulpur

15. Baratha Kalan (Rajakhera)

16. Badbirana (Nohar) Hanumangarh

17. Bhirani (Bhadra)

18. Triloki Nathpura (Chaksu) Jaipur

19. Antela (Virat Nagar)

20. Khejroli (Govindgarh)

21. Srirampura (Jhotwara)

22. Amarsagar (Jaisalmer) Jaisalmer

23. Mandoli Nagar (Jaswantpura) Jalore

24. Parasarampura (Jhunjhunu) Jhunjhunu

25.
Juni Mandi, Kanhaiya Colony, Guron Ka Talaab 
(Jodhpur)

Jodhpur

26. Peehbakhtawarpura (Parbatsar) Nagaur

27. Bhojja Thakur's Badiya (Bhim) Rajsamand

28. Rampura (Khandela) Sikar

29. Samwalpura (Aloda)

30. Rupnagar (Barwara of Chauth) S. Madhopur

31. Dhani Dehra (Bamanwas)

32. Balaji Housing Board (Tonk) Tonk

33. Bhatadiya (Meeno ki Jhopadiya) (Uniyara)

34. Purana Kheda (Malpura)
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¾ Continuing the pre-existing arrangement of Urdu teachers, if 

there are more than 10 students in class VI and above, it is 

proposed to increase posts of Urdu teachers from 444 to 1000.

AGRICULTURE:

15. To ensure timely availability of fertilizers, a provision of Rs.20 crore 

will be made for advance storage of 2 lakh tonnes of urea and one 

lakh tonnes of DAP.

16. To promote the sale of agricultural commodities by farmers, the 

‘Krishak Uphar Yojana’ being operated earlier will be revived in a 

revised format.

 Under this Scheme, cash prizes of Rs.50 thousand will be given every 

3 months at the mandi level, Rs.1 lakh every 6 months at the block 

level and Rs.5 lakh every year at the state level.

17. A new Krishi Upaj Mandi will be set up at Rupangarh-Ajmer.

18. Agricultural colleges will be opened in Pithampuri (Neemkathana)-

Sikar and Jhilai (Niwai)-Tonk.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY:

19. Veterinary Hospital will be opened in Padwa (Sagwara)-Dungarpur. 

In addition, Veterinary Hospital, Sinsini (Deeg) -Bharatpur will be 

upgraded to Category-A Veterinary Hospital.

TRIBAL AREA DEVELOPMENT:

20. New vocational courses will be started in the Skill Development 

Centre buildings on ITI campus at Dungarpur, Kushalgarh-

Banswara, Pratapgarh and Udaipur, developing them as ITI units.

MINORITY AFFAIRS:

21. Under the ‘Mukhya Mantri Madrasaa Aadhunikaran Yojana’, it is 

proposed to develop infrastructure of Madrasas along with 

computerization, furniture and expansion and strengthening of other 

facilities at a cost of Rs.25 crore. 

YOUTH, EMPLOYMENT & LABOUR:
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22. Along with selection in Young Intern Yojana, provision will be made 

for recruitment at certain government posts through Campus 

Interview. Simultaneously, for the appointment of subject matter 

experts, a provision of Lateral Entry is proposed for the identified 

posts of Mines, Medicine, Universities, etc., so that the state can 

benefit from experienced experts. 

23. Provision for simplification in conditions for providing compassionate 

dealership to dependents of ration dealers will be made including 

grandson, granddaughter and daughter-in-law, and raising the 

maximum age limit from 45 years to 55 years.

24. It is observed that even in the present times trained professionals and 

working women leave work after marriage to take care of the family. 

A Back to Work scheme will be started with private sector assistance 

to again provide jobs / work-from-home opportunities to 15000 such 

women.

25. State's NCC cadet Vasundhara Chauhan she has been appointed at 

the post of Sub-inspector in the police for exemplary bravery 

displayed by her. To motivate youth of the state towards NCC, ‘NCC 

Training Centres’ will be strengthened. Also, 2 NCC camps will be 

compulsorily organised every year. A provision of Rs.10 crore is 

proposed to be made for this work.

26. To prepare the youth of the state for outstanding performance at 

global level, a camp of will be organised for 100 athletes and 20 of 

these will be selected. These 20 athletes will be imparted free 

international-level training through CSR for 3 years, covering all 

other expenses as well.

27. Challenge Events will be organised in collaboration with the private 

sector to promote Startups in sports and other selected areas. The 

startups selected in these events will be provided ‘matching share’, 

by the state government, equal to the amount sanctioned by Venture 

Capital and Angel Funds.

28. Sports stadium will be constructed at Kekri-Ajmer. Also, a mini 
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stadium will be built at Bichhiwada-Dungarpur.

29. ITIs will be opened in Kanod (Vallabhnagar)-Udaipur, Bhim-

Rajsamand and Women’s ITI will be opened in Mandor-Jodhpur.

COOPERATIVE:

30. Operations of PACS / LAMPS will be computerised in a phased 

manner with a provision of Rs.10 crore to make these seamless and 

transparent.

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT:

31. Works of construction, repair and bitumen-topping of various roads 

will be done in the state, as follows:

¾ Widening and strengthening work of Kishanganj to Mangrol via 

Ramgarh (Baran) road;

¾ Widening work of road from Anta to Siswali (Baran);

¾ Road construction from Todi Luharan to Thanagaji Kishori 

(Alwar);

¾ Bitumen-Topping and widening work of Chidawa-Aradavata-

Sultana (Jhunjhunu) Road;

¾ Renovation and widening work of road from Tahunka to Bhim via 

Bagore-Bemali-Gyangarh (Mandal)-Bhilwara,

¾ Construction of bypass on Deoli-Nasirabad Road (SH-26) in 

Kekri town-Ajmer;

¾ Bitumen-Topping of the road from Jhalamariya to Godawas 

(Pali);

¾ Construction of a bypass from Sawai Madhopur city tri-junction 

to Ramdwara;

¾ Widening road from NH-21 Balahedi Police Chowki to NH-921 

via Hudla Balin Rasidpur, Rajgarh Road (Mahwa)-Dausa;

¾ Construction of 6 km road from Chhani-Magri (Sagwara) to 

Obari Road;
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¾ Renovation and strengthening of road from Doja to Dolwar 

(Aspur) and Dolwar to Kahari (Aspur);

¾ Renovation of the road up to Chitri-Gariyata-Chikhli (Sagwara);

¾ Strengthening of 20 km road from Sihania to Panoria 

(Chauhtan)-Badmer;

¾ Repair and strengthening of State Highway Road from Pushkar to 

Govindgarh (Ajmer) via gram Nand;

¾ Strengthening and widening of road from Khoh Dariba to Toda 

Jaisinghpur Asan Redia upto Guda Katla (Thanagaji)

¾ Construction of road from Fatehpur Bhomiya to Gurara in 

Khandela-Sikar and construction of road from Dulhepura to 

Kanchanpur via Jatbaba;

¾ Widening work of road from Mohabbat Nagar to Noon-Madiya-

Haliwara to Sildar in Sirohi and Kailashnagar-Sirohi to Jalore 

border;

¾ Construction of road from Mandai mod to Silpura and Silpura to 

via Palanpur in Karauli,

¾ Strengthening and asphalisation of road connecting Butati and 

Nagaur and Barmer and Gudhamalani via Garal-Malpura, 

Ranasar Khurd; and

¾ Bypass will be constructed at a cost of Rs140 crore in Narehara 

(Kotputli)-Jaipur.

¾ A 45-km road stretch from the main link roadway of Bhopalgarh-

Kadvasaron ki Dhani via Rajalani, Hiradesar highway Khedapa 

(NH 65) will be declared as National Highway.

32. Towards strengthening road network in the state, for the renovation, 

widening and strengthening the state and district roads under 

Central Road and Infrastructure Fund (CRIF), and for construction of 

high level bridges, ROBs, work on 1,140 km road is proposed at a 

cost of Rs 1,535 crore. These are as follows:
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S.No. Name of 
District

Name of Road Work Length
(km)

Estimated 
Cost

(Rs. in lakh)

1. Alwar Rohra to Bara Bhadakol road via 
Rani Machdi road (MDR-151) 
(Rajgarh-Laxmangarh) 22.00 1426

2. Ghatakishori Siddha ka Tibara 
Chhiri Natata Road (State Highway-
55) (Thanagaji) 13.00 1631

3. Tahla Rajgarh Garhi Sawairam 
Road (State Highway-25A) 
(Thanagaji) 18.00 894

4. MDR-138 to State Highway-14 
(Gopipura) to Jasai Haryana Border 
via Ulahedi Nangal Udia Bijwad 
Chauhan (Mundavar) 13.00 978

5. Kotkasim Tapukra Haryana Border 
Road (State Highway-108) (Tijara) 10.00 683

6. Banswara Bhatar Bhairanuji Temple to 
Naharpura Road, Kanela MDR 125 
Asphalt Road (Gadi, Bagidaura) 13.00 949

7. Ghatol-Ganod-Palod-Garhi-
Anandipur Road to Gujarat border 
(Ghatol) 18.00 3975

8. Bridge construction on Mandali-
Dhambola-Bhiluda-Gadi to 
Kushalgarh road to Madhya 
Pradesh border - 1900

9. Baran Bamulia Badwa Jaynagar Baran 
Road (MDR-126) (Anta) 8.160 1454

10. Barmer Gudhamalani Ratanpura Jalore 
Road (State Highway-16B) 
(Gudhamalani) 13.00 1923

11. Shiva Pataudi Via Phalsund 
Shergarh SH 65 (Baytu) 14.00 420

12. Balotra Jasol Sigali Jagir 
(Pachpadra) 9.00 720
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S.No. Name of 
District

Name of Road Work Length
(km)

Estimated 
Cost

(Rs. in lakh)

13. Bharatpur Kumher to Sonkh road (State 
Highway-44A) (Deeg, Kumher) 12.00 1754

14. Gulpada Amaroo Jurhara Road 
(MDR-50) (Kaman) 17.30 1664

15. Bhilwara Gurala to Mandalgarh Road via 
Gadarmala, Javasia, Barod, 
Hamirgarh, Mangrope, Jita, Badilias 
Barundani (Mandalgarh) 34.80 1870

16. Bundi Gandoli-Jhaliji Kabrana-Kalitalai-
Bordamal-Kapren Road 
(Keshoraipatan) 17.50 3430

17. Churu Bhadra to Sahwa (MDR 36) 
(Taranagar-Bhadra) 24.00 3000

18. Taranagar to N.H. 52 Via Hadial 
(MDR-97) (Taranagar) 26.00 2400

19. Dausa Rohra (NH11A) to Bara Bhadakol 
via Bhishanpura Nimali Delari 
Abhaneri Pundarpura Aliyapada 
Mahukheda Bhajeda Reini Machdi 
(MDR-151) (Bandikui) 14.50 1840

20. Dholpur Sambarasabel Bridge (Dholpur) on 
Badi Sapau Khedagarh Road State 
Highway - 800

21. Hanumangarh 4-lane ROB construction on 
Bhatinda-Suratgarh Railway section 
(LC No.C-85, Hanumangarh-
Suratgarh road (SH-94) (Pilibanga) - 6500

22. Jaipur Paota Nareda Road to Alwar district 
border via Mangalwal Pyau 
Bagrawali Dhani Dhalda Ushapuria 
Pragapura and Pragapura 
Pachudalav to Alwar border 
(Viratnagar) 25.00 3973

23. Behror to Tala via Bansur, 
Narayanpur, Thanagaji Road 
(Jamawaramgarh) 19.00 1593
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S.No. Name of 
District

Name of Road Work Length
(km)

Estimated 
Cost

(Rs. in lakh)

24. Jalore Sanchore Raniwara Mandar Road 
(AB-11) (Sanchore-Raniwara) 40.00 2700

25. Sanchar-Bakasar via Bhavatara 
(MDR-17) (Sanchore) 13.00 650

26. Bhinmal to Sarawana via Karada 
Sanchore-Dabal-Bichawari (MDR-
17A) (Sanchore) 23.00 2300

27. Jhalawar Widening from single-lane to 
double-lane and strengthening of 
Bakani Bhumada Raipur 
Devalkheda Mathania Osav Pirao 
Rampuria Patpara (Osav to MP 
Border Section) (Jhalrapatan) 30.50 9150

28. Kalmodia Harnawada 
Manoharthana Rajgarh Road to MP 
border MDR 176, (Manoharthana) 35.00 6825

29. SL to DL Raipur Azampur Dublia 
Morari Kheri Chachlao Pokhari 
Gunwari Kanwari Bhilwara Bhilwadi 
Udpuria to Jhalawar district Border 
Road (Jhalrapatan, Dug) 34.95 9759

30. Jhunjhunu Bissau-Mandrella-Pilani-Luharu 
Road (MDR-82) (Pilani) 24.00 2200

31. Chidawa-Sultana-Gowla-Bhatiwad-
Ked-Kankaria- Bagori-Sarai Road 
(MDR-160) (Udaipurwati) 44.00 3500

32. Dhanani-Laxmangarh-Nawalgarh-
Chavara-Kharkhara-Khetri-Haryana 
border road (Nawalgarh-Gudha 
Section) (Nawalgarh) 17.00 2200

33. Jodhpur Major Bridge(Luni) on Jhalmund 
Gudha Khara Vaira Purohitan road 
with Jojhari River 14.00 1763

34. Sardar Samand to Khedapa via 
Chaupada, Lanera, Hungaon, Olvi 
Road (Bilara) 17.00 1600
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S.No. Name of 
District

Name of Road Work Length
(km)

Estimated 
Cost

(Rs. in lakh)

35. Jodhpur Shiv Pataudi via Falsund Shergarh 
SH 65 (Shergarh) 14.00 1200

36. Karauli Karanpur Mandrayal-Chandelipura 
Road (MDR 03A) (Sapotra) 34.00 4209

37. Mandralaya Karauli Hindaun Road 
(State Highway 22) (Sapotra) 18.00 1783

38. Shrimahaveer Ji Balghat 
Mohanpura Kariiri Jodhpur 
Khirkhedi (Place of Kadamkundi 
Ghasiram Baba) from Bhaisapatti 
Khurd Bhanakpura Balahedi Mod to 
Balahedi Ber Kheda Ukrund Mod 
from State Highway 22 (MDR-222) 
(Todabhim / Hindaun) 15.00 1675

39. Karanpur-Kailadevi Road MDR-3 
(Sapotra) 34.00 1733

40. Kota High Level Bridge with Approach 
Road (Sangod) on Palayatha-
Rajgarh-Kundanpur-Sangod MDR 
88 1HLB 2624

41. Chechat Alod Eklinkpura 
Rawatbhata Road M.D.R. 110 
(Alod) to District Border 
(Ramganjmandi) 10.30 2500

42. Nagaur Satur NH-12 to Mundwa SH-39 Via 
Jahazpur-Sahpura-Vijayanagar-
Beawar-Medta City (Merta / 
Khivansar / Nagaur) 61.20 6120

43. Nagaur-Basni-Bhed-Barathal-
Panchalasiddha Road (Khivansar) 32.00 2560

44. Khatu to Panchalasiddha Via 
Kuchera-Sankhwas-Joravarpura 
(Mudiyad to Jorawarpura Bhag) 
(Nagaur) 16.00 1280

45. Pali Bilada Sojat Marwar Junction 
(Sojat) 14.00 1400
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S.No. Name of 
District

Name of Road Work Length
(km)

Estimated 
Cost

(Rs. in lakh)

46. Pali Sardar Samundar-Pali-Ramisya-
Nadol-Desuri Road (Pali, Sumerpur) 18.00 1800

47. Sikar Hasampur to Ajitgarh via Haltideh 
(MDR-114) (Srimadhopur) 36.40 3475

48. Nimbijodha-Laxmangarh Road 
MDR 180 (Laxmangarh) 14.00 1213

49. Ajitgarh, Chomu-Churu Road SH-
37 to Srimadhopur section 
(Srimadhopur) 24.00 1904

50. Antela-Khandela-Goria- Jeenmata-
Ralavata SH-83 (Dantaramgarh) 23.50 2373

51. Khudi-Kudan-Dandia Road MDR-87 
(Dhod) 10.00 1125

52. Tonk Tonk-Kota via Nagar-Nainwa-
Keshoraipatan Road (SH-34) (Tonk-
Nagar Fort Section) (Tonk-Deoli-
Uniara) 32.50 2813

53. Uniara-Palai-Dooni Aava Road 
(Palai Nagar Sect. SH-34A) (Deoli-
Uniara) 14.00 1633

54. Uniara-Palai-Dooni Aava Road 
(Nagar Dooni Section SH-34A) 
(Deoli-Uniara) 21.50 2436

55. High Level Bridge on Dholi-Kandila-
Kalamanda-Naaner-Janwali-
Gehlod-Tonk Road (Tonk, Niwai) 
MDR-205 3.50 13474

56. Dudu-Malpura-Toda-Khareda-Chan-
Sankhana-Nagar-Nainwa-
Keshoraipatan Road SH-37A (Tonk) 16.40 1754

57. Jhirna-Todaraisingh-Kekdi Road SH-
116 (Malpura) 10.30 1300
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33. Office of Ex. En of Public Works Department will be opened at Niwai-

Tonk. 

ENERGY:

34. 33 KV GSS will be set up in Bakhasar (Chautan) Barmer.

INDUSTRIES:

35. Rajasthan Centre of Crafts and Design Management is proposed to 

be set up with a view to provide technical training, imparting skills 

related to business enterprise and providing appropriate assistance 

in marketing linkage / resource mobilisations to Self Help Groups, 

rural artisans and artisans associated with various handicrafts in the 

state. A provision of Rs.25 crore is proposed for this.

 In order to encourage such individuals and institutions, sale of such 

high quality products, will be facilitated the online platform: eBazaar. 

Government departments will be able to purchase these products 

and products of registered MSME in the state for an amount upto Rs 

10 lakh through eBazaar without tender.

36. Industrial sector will be developed in Buchara (Paota)-Jaipur.

WATER RESOURCES:

37. Repair work and construction of remaining channels of Amarsingh 

branch and Siddhmukh canal (Hanumangarh) will be undertaken.

S.No. Name of 
District

Name of Road Work Length
(km)

Estimated 
Cost

(Rs. in lakh)

58. Udaipur Road from National Highway No. 
76 Bhanvarasia to Modi Batheda 
Adinda Kurabad (Udaipur) 
(Vallabhnagar) 16.00 1400

59. Rajol to Kalyanpur (SH-53) (Kir ki 
Chauki Bhinder Salumbar 
Kalyanpur) (Khairwada) 15.00 1450
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38. Jalada minor (Bagidaura)-Banswara will be constructed.

39. Anicut will be constructed on the Morel river in Kalyanpura (Lalsot) 

Dausa. Also, Flood Control Structures will be constructed in 

Khorapada (Lalsot)-Dausa.

40. Anicut will be constructed on the Mahi River with a view to provide 

drinking water facility in Bhiluda-Jethana-Sagwara area in 

Dungarpur. Besides, renovation and dam construction work will be 

done on Barigama Canal (Bagidaura)-Banswara.

41. In the year 2019-20, I had announced for providing drinking water 

facility from Israda dam to Dausa and Sawai Madhopur districts 

under the Jal Jeevan Mission. The process of procuring loan from the 

financial institution, AFD was initiated for State’s share of the 

project. In view of the importance of this scheme, if it takes time to 

get loan from AFD, then work will be started without delay by 

providing necessary funds for State’s share from State Fund on 

priority basis.

42. Baru-Dholia-Tepu-Tekra-Raneri-Sinhada-Modakia Drinking water 

scheme will be started in Faludi-Jodhpur.

43. Office of Ex.En. (PHED) will be opened in Sikrai-Dausa.

44. Guest house of the Water Resources Department (e-rector), 

Rawatbhata (Begun)-Chittorgarh will be repaired and renovated. 

URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND LOCAL BODIES:

45. Strengthening and beautification work of Dolmela Talab-Baran will 

be done at a cost of Rs.20 crore.

46. Town Hall will be constructed at Sawai Madhopur.

47. Repair of drains and construction of new drains will be done from 

Balsamand Nagadadi Over flow Nala-Mandor to Phulbagh 

Chatravata Bera in Jodhpur.

48. In Fatehpur-Sikar, works related to drainage of rainwater and dirty 

water will be undertaken.
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TOURISM, ART AND CULTURE:

49. Currently, 10,000 elderly people travel to major pilgrimage sites 

under ‘Mukhya Mantri Vriddhajan Tirtha Yatra Yojana’ launched by 

us in the year 2013. Making this bigger, from the coming financial 

year, 20 thousand eligible elderly people will be benefited under this 

scheme every year.

50. To promote tourism in the state, using airstrips constructed in various 

districts, regional connectivity, flying clubs and aviation services are 

proposed to be operated extensively with private participation.

51. Meteorite created Jurrasic-era Ramgarh crater (Baran) is one of the 

three such craters in the country, and a world geological heritage. 

Also, there are various 10th century Khajuraho style temples here. 

This site will be developed as a Geo Heritage Tourist Site after 

renovation and infrastructure works.

52. To promote Arts, a provision of Rs.5 crore is proposed for the 

strengthening of basic facilities in Rajasthan School of Arts along 

with creation of necessary posts.

53. Government museums in Alwar, Bundi, Baran, Chittorgarh and 

Bharatpur will be developed as Digital museums.

54. Shri Galtaji Ji Teerth-Jaipur will be included in the Religious Tourism 

Circuit. Also, Mansa Mata Temple (Udaipurwati) -Jhunjhunun will be 

included in the Shekhawati tourism circuit.

TRANSPORT:

55. Sub District Transport Office will be opened in Chaksu-Jaipur.

LAW:

56. Civil Judge and Judicial Magistrate Court (CJJM) will be opened at 

Bhaniana-Jaisalmer, Chauth ka Barwada-Sawai Madhopur, Sampau, 

Basedi-Dhaulpur, Bhopalgarh-Jodhpur, Uchhain-Bharatpur and 

Anandpuri (Bagidaura) -Banswara. ACJJM Court will be opened in 

Bichhiwada-Dungarpur. In addition, Additional District and Sessions 

Court Camp Court, in Kuchaman City-Nagaur and Additional District 
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and Sessions Court 3 No.2 Camp Begun-Chittorgarh will be made 

permanent.

57. Additional District and Session Courts will be opened in Niwai-Tonk 

and Nagar-Bharatpur.

HOME:

58. For effective implementation of Zero Tolerance policy against 

corruption, ACB has provided residents the facility to complain 

against corrupt public servants on toll free help-line number 1064 

and Whatsapp help-line number 9413502834. ACB has done 

commendable work in the last 2 years and has taken action against 

small and big corrupt public servants. Often, trap actions against the 

corrupt do not succeed due to the weak economic condition of the 

complainant. For this, a revolving fund of Rs.1 crore will be set up by 

framing rules with a view to give full support to the complainants in 

the ACB's trap proceedings.

59. To ensure effective action by prioritising investigation of crimes 

against women and children in the state, Women Police Stations, 

Anti Human Trafficking Units (AHTU) and Special Investigation Unit 

for Crime Against Women (SIUCAW) will be brought under one 

umbrella, under Additional Superintendent of Police (created by 

upgrading the present post of Sub Deputy Superintendent).

60. Lakhs of depositors have lost their hard-earned money due to scams 

by multi state credit cooperative societies like Adarsh   Credit 

Cooperative Society, Sanjeevani Society, etc. in the state and other 

parts of the country. Keeping in view the loss incurred by depositors 

due to these scams, 33 DJ Designated Courts have been set up by 

our Government in consultation with the Hon'ble High Court for 

redressal of grievances, strict action is being taken by registering FIR 

and competent authority is being appointed. There are still 74 such 

societies sanctioned by the Central Registrar are still functional, and 

this is a cause of concern for us. In order to prevent recurrence of 

such scams and irregularities in future, Vigilance Authority will be 
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constituted under Cooperative, including the Registrar, officers of 

Cooperative, Law and Police. It is proposed to get these credit 

societies and their books of accounts inspected twice a year through 

this authority.

61. For the timely and effective investigation of criminal cases in the 

state, it is proposed to increase and upgrade existing 6,323 posts of 

Assistant Sub Inspector to 10,000 Constable posts.

62. New police check-posts will be opened in Uniara-Tonk and Raithal-

Bundi. Also, Bhirani-Hanumangarh police station will be upgraded 

to CI level police station.

63. Police Station will be opened in Bahutukla (Devi Dhaulagarh) 

Kathumar-Alwar. In addition, Police Check-posts Raisar 

(Jamwaramgarh) -Jaipur will be upgraded to Police Station.

REVENUE:

64. Sub-tehsil offices will be opened in Deshnok-Bikaner, Borunda 

(Bilada), Guda Vishnoiyan (Luni) -Jodhpur, Batadu (Baitu)-Barmer, 

Dungrana (Bhadra)-Hanumangarh and Tala (Jamavaramgarh)-

Jaipur.

65. Sub-Tehsil Mandawa-Jhunjhunu, Sanju (Degana)-Nagaur, Setrawa 

(Lohawat)-Jodhpur and Gamdi-Ahada-Dungarpur will be upgraded 

to Tehsil. Also, Nokhara (Gudhamalani)-Barmer will be made a new 

Tehsil.

66. Subdivision offices will be opened at Aburood-Sirohi, Mandawar-

Dausa, Uchhain (Nadbai) -Bharatpur and Paota (Viratnagar)-Jaipur. 

Also, Subdivision offices will be set up in Jodhpur (North) and 

Jodhpur (South).

PERSONNEL WELFARE:

67. Keeping in mind the phenomenal support received from officers and 

ministral staff during the Covid period, I have released their deferred 

salary. Now, I announce the approval of sanction of cash payments 

in lieu of accrued privilage leave payable to government officials and 
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ministerial staff.

68. While many proposals are received for the construction of buildings 

of new institutions, offices and other units of other units in the state, 

due attention is not paid to the old buildings. For this, a Building 

Infra Maintenance Fund will be created. Such public utility buildings 

that are in dire need of repair will be surveyed and repair works worth 

Rs.500 crore will by done through this fund in the next 2 years.

69. The problems related to promotion of Rajasthan Rural Development 

Service (RRDS), Headmaster, School Lecturer, etc. will be resolved by 

creating additional promotional posts. Similarly, a high-level 

committee will be constituted for recommendations based on 

comparative study and analysis of demands of various employees 

and officer associations of the state, such as Patwari, Ministerials, 

Constables etc., and systems prevailing in other states.

70. By simplifying the eligibility for EWS reservation in the state, the 

income limit was revised to Rs 8 lakh per annum and the property-

related conditions were removed. Now, I also announce relaxation in 

the age limit and rebate on fees in the EWS reservation similar to 

those for other sections.

71. Honorarium personnel working in various departments of the state, 

such as Anganwadi workers, assistants, Asha Sahyogini, Preraks, 

Mid-day-meal cook cum helper, Langri, Gram Rojgar Sahayak, Gram 

Panchayat assistants, Shikshakarmis, Para-teachers, etc. and 

REXCO personnel have been extending their special services in the 

interest of the state. These personnel have also made special 

contributions during the Corona period. From coming 1 April, the 

honorarium of these honorarium personnel and REXCO workers will 

be increased by 10 per cent.

72. There is a provision of Rs.50 lakh as ex-gratia payment on the death 

of corona warriors from medical, health, police, prison, sanitation, 

etc. Ration dealers and journalists have also made significant 

contributions during the Corona period. Therefore, I declare the ex-
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gratia amount to be granted to ration dealers and journalists with 

effect from the beginning of Corona period.

FINANCE AND TAX:

73. To give relief to the traders in the cases of outstanding demand and 

in the disputed sub judice cases related to the Excise Department, I 

propose to announce Excise Amnesty Scheme-2021 from 1 April, 

2021 to 30 June, 2021: 

 For outstanding cases up to 31 March, 2014, category-wise rebate 

on principal amount and full waiver in interest; and

 For all cases outstanding from 1 April, 2014 to 31 March, 2020, full 

waiver will be given on interest.

74. In order to provide relief to bus operators affected by Covid-19, I 

announce to granting permission for transportation of general 

merchandise goods to Contract and Stage Carriage buses subject to 

conditions and fees prescribed by the State Transport Authority.

75. To support Covid-19 and lockdown affected industries, the state 

government had granted several concessions to industries located in 

RIICO's industrial area from August 2020 to December 2020. Now, 

taking this forward I announce the RIICO Amnesty Scheme-2021 

which will remain effective till June 30, 2021. In this – 

(i) 100% exemption in interest on lump-sum deposit of service 

charges and economic rent amount,

(ii) 50% relaxation in the holding charges payable for the delay in 

starting activity on the allotted plot, and

(iii) 50% rebate on fee payable on transfer of plot/ subdivided plot. 

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT:

76. Keeping in mind the sentiments of honourable MLAs, and for the 

development of the state, I announce to increase the current amount 

of MLA Development Fund (MLA LAD) from Rs.2.25 crore per year 

to Rs.5 crore per year.






